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A collection of fiction
and poetry from
students and faculty

Profile: Poet and
Columbia alumnus
Marcel Townsel

Bears going to
court over
renovations

See supplement

Under the rainbow

State aid cuts
would drain
college budget

APR 13 ZOOZ

0
Proposed cuts in Illinois
grants to private college students
could mean $12 million in lost
revenue; 1 in 3 Columbia
students wou ld be affected
By Kevin B. O'Reilly
Assistant Editor

Joe S

TamborelloiChron ~le

Last week's summer-like weather brought a little bit of magic to Grant Park as s unny s kies and the waters of
Buckingham Fountain produced this mid-day light show for visitors to the park.

SGA candidates ready to roll
0
Week-long election marks Columbia 's
first foray into student representation
By Georgia Evdoxladls
Copy Chief
Monday morning at I0:30, polling stations will open across
Columbia's campus for the first ever student government elec·
tions. Candidates in 15 different categories will then begin the
week-long wait to detennine who will ultimately be elected.
Any Columbia student is eligible to run for the Student
Government Association, and many accepted the challe nge.
Thirty-eight students in all decided to run, in categories including Fi lm and Video, Journalism, Mus ic and Art and Design.
One category has an especially large number of candidates.
The At-Large divis ion race consists of nine students, more than
any other department. The At-Large senator w ill represent
Columbia in a more general fashion, not part of a specific
department.

Candidates often cited previous student government experi·
ence as a maj or factor in deciding to run. Shannon Marcus
Nash, sophomore, said he was in student gove rnment before
enrolling here. He said he wants to be a part of something as
new as the SGA at Columbia.
Klaas Van Der Way, a junior running unopposed in the
Inte rdisciplina ry category, has served on Columbia 's student
task force and reports monthly to the College Cow1cil on student
issues. He said he has been an active proponent of student
involvement in the past, and wanted to follow his own advice.
"There needs to be an outlet for students," Van Der Way said.
"and it would have been inconsiste nt of me to not get involved."
Kelsey Minor, a freshman, was also a me mber of student leadership in high school and feels his experiences could benefit the
Journalism department.
Many o f the candidates have very specific ideas about how to
improve the school and their departments. Nash said his ideas
are a little ambitious.

See Candidates, page 2

Student ideas culled for center
0
Suggestions range from exercise
facilities to fast food
By Ryan McGady
Staff Writer
College-wide tow n hall mee tings to di scuss th e future
student center took pl ace last week a nd, Mark Kelly,
Columbia's vice pres ident of s tude nt a ffai rs, said "The
predominant the me of the mee tings was community."
The three discus s io ns we re atte nded by more than 150
students , fa c ulty membe rs and local arc hitec ts. Even some
concerned South Loop ne ighbors stopped in to e xpress
their ideas and concerns.
The proposed s ite for the construct ion is actually the
Buddy Guy's Legends blues club at 754 S. Wa bash Ave .
Although the land w as already paid for w ith an anonymous donation to Co lumbia several years ago, the s c hoo l
must wait until construction o f Buddy Guy's ne w location

a t 6 35 S . Wa bas h Ave. is compl eted . That w ill tak e approx ·
una tely one year according to Be rt Ga ll. Columb ia 's exec uti ve vice preside nt.
T he student center is expected to cost between $3 0 mil lion and $35 million, but accord ing to Gall the sc hool w ill
not ra ise tuition nor will any c urre nt stude nt tuition be used
to fin a nce the projec t. The schoo l is hoping to raise e xte rnal funds by wr.y o f alumni donatio ns.
One o f the more reso nant concerns ex pressed a t the meetings was the issue o f maintaining the neig hborhood 's s ta ndard o f arc h it ectural excellence. This issue was expressed
by the a rc hitec ts tha t attended the meeting, but is al so
unders tood by the stude nt population as well.
Be n Niecia k, a junior s tudying sound, said "The a rc hitecture should re flect tha t we are an art s school, but s till the
building s hould be a ble to bring a bout a sense o f community ra ther than the curre nt s ituation whe re the s tudents
o nly band together to s moke cigare ttes d uring their clas s

See Town hall, page
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One in three Columbia students would recei ve
thousands of dollars less in fin ancial aid if a
trial budget being floated in the lllinois General
Assembly is approved. according to administration sources.
The legislative budget staff's proposal. which
is des ig ned to bridge the estimated S 1.4 bill ion
budget shortfall. would cut S200 million in
Mo netary Awa rd Program grants to students at
private colleges in Illinois.
More than 34 percent of Columbia students
receive MAP gra nts as part of their fina ncial aid
packages and I 0 percent of the college budget- $ 12 million- comes from the progra m.
according to College Council Pres ide nt Dia nne
Erpenbac h. Eighty percent of Columbia stude nts receiving MA P s upport are g iven the
maximum allowa ble award of $5.000.
Executive Vice Pres ident Bert Gall called the
m easure "draconian." pointing out the average
fam ily income o f MAP recipie nts is less than
S28.000 and almost half o f reci pients a re
m inorities. Almost 49,000 students attend ing
non-public institutions were awarded grants in
2001.
"I ' m sympathetic to the s ignifica nt and unexpec ted budget s hortfall." Ga ll said. "but this is
a shortsighted and unproduc tive w ay to try to
bala nce the b udget .''
A faculty taskforce has bee n formed to
protest the pro posa l, said Erpe nbac h, also a
faculty me mber in the Arts. Ente rtainme nt and
Media Management department. In addition.
Pres ident Warrick L. Ca rter is working with
leaders at other Ill inois private coll eges in an
" intens ive lobby ing e!Tort" to defeat the pro·
posa l. according to Provost Ste ve Kapelke.
The budget proposal had to be cleared with
the four top legis lati ve leaders in Springfield
before being floated. said Dave Trette r. executi ve vice pres ide nt of the Federa tion o f
Inde pe ndent
Illino is
Coll eges
and
Universities. a lobbying group fo r priHHc co lleges in the state.
"T his budget was put together to show not
o nly hig he r ed but other agenc ies the pot ~nt ial
da mage s if we assume th~-rc i.trl' no nC\\ n:\ cn ucs." Trette r said. ·· r hi s budget is send inc
a message. but we ' re treating. ir'""ver) scrious...ly."
T he proposal would also c ut $ 100 mill ion in
MAl' grants for students atte nding publi,· col·
leges. The total MA l' budget in 2002 was $3 77
million.
Gall said he expects a n outcry from litn dt ~.
s taff and s tudents at Columbia a nd at private
colleges ac ross the state.
"The loude r we screa m. the more thev' "'
going to listt•n," Erp~:nba...:h said . urging ·stu-

de nts to contact the ir legis lators w ithin the nex t
I 0 to I S days.
Tretter sa id budget short fa ll estimates have
ranged fr om as lo w as $ 1.4 billion to as high as
$2 billion.
Alte n1atives to the c uts arc available. according to Ga ll . " A modest tax inc r.· ase rather than
draconian c uts would be the courageo us
c hoice," he said. Erpc nbac h said s he w ould

See State cuts, page 5
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Students listen as a panel of
professional journalists
discuss the magazine
industry on Tuesday, April 16, at
Hokin Annex. Panelists include
reporters and editors from
association and cons umer
magazines .

Theater department hosts

pl~:o~l~ ~~~u~~s~~ai?a:~~~~~lJ

American theater at the end of the 20 century, will be
featured this week by the Theater department. The play
will be presented April ~ through May 5 in the New
Studio Theater, 72 E. 11 St. Tickets are $5. Nonprofit
cultural or civ.ic organizations, social services agencies
and semor citizens groups can arrange for group tickets
free of charge. For more information call (312) 344-Si:!p:

Visual effects wiz to speak
on tech advances in film
This week the Photography a nd Film a nd Video departments will host vis ual effects pioneer Douglass Trumbull.
Trumbull's credits include work on "2001: A Space
Odyssey," "Star Trek: The Motion Picture," Bla de
Runner' and "Back to the Future: The Ride.· The department will screen h1s works on Wednesday, April 24 at 6
p.m., 1104 S. Wabash Ave., Room 302. Trumbull will
speak following the screenings on "Film as Experience:
Special Formats and Breaking Through the Proscenium
Arch."

Poets read at Pride Month
The English department a nd the Office of Gay, Lesbian,
Bisexua l and Transgendered Concerns will host a poetry
reading this week. The reading is a part of the first annual Collegiate Pride Month, a collaborative project of
Columbia , the University of Illinois at Chica!,lo. the
Umve rs1ty of Ch1cago, Northwestern University, the
School of the Art Institute of Chicago, the Commission on
Huma n Relations Advisory Council on Gay and Lesbian
Issues. Maureen Seaton and J im Elledge will read their
works on Wednesday, April 24, 5 p.m. at the Conaway
Center, 1104 S. Wabash Ave. For more information call
(312) 344-8594.

Radio department will host
WXRT program director
The Radio department will host Norm Winer, program
director of rock radio station WXRT this week. Winer
will speak on the subject of "Every1hing in No
Part1cular Order: How WXRT Wins by Playing All Kinds
of Music." The event will take place Wednesday, April
24, 1:30 p.m. at 33 E. Congress Pkwy., Room 703 ,
and is sponsored by the department's Radio
Programming class. All are welcome to attend. For
more information contact Karen Young at
(312) 344-8159.

Web workshops presented
Interactive Multimedia department student tutors will
a series of Web workshops from April 13 to May
5. Th1s week, the department will offer free help with
Fireworks 4 on April 22, 1 to 3 p.m., and an Introduction
to PHP (server-side programming), a content manageme nt tool for pre-processing HTML to create dynamic,
database-driven Web pages. April 27, 2 to 4 p.m. All students, faculty and staff are welcome to attend these sessions, which will be held at 624 S. Michigan Ave ., Room
608. For more information call Janell Baxter at
(312) 344-7751 .
prese~t

Hothouse hosts literacy fiesta
Hull House Association's Jane Addams Center Family
Literacy Program will present a night of salsa, jazz and a
silent auction during its third annual "Fiesta for Literacy."
The event will be hosted Saturday, April 27 from 7 to 11
p.m. at Hothouse, 31 E. Balbo Ave. Tickets are $35 in
advance and $40 at the door. Hers d'oeuvres and beverages will be served. For more information call (773) 5491631 ext. 220 or visit www.hullhouse.org/fiesta.

If you have an upcoming
event or announcement,
please call the Chronicle's
news desk at
(312) 344-8568.
To reserve ad space call

(312) 344-7432.

Cinematography grad offers solid advice
0
In this week's f ilm series: Setting
goals will bring students to the set

By Thomas I!Yder
Contributing Writer

Dunkerley is already a veteran oftwo Steven Spielberg productions. When asked what he enjoys most about being a
rookie insider of the Hollywood industry, Dunkerley
paused, then declared: "The creative process. The interesting, day-t<Hiay collaboration that makes this big machine

· work."

.

Though he has no aspirations to direct, Dunkerley added
that it's a thrill to stand silently with other crewmembers
Even though Keith Deunkerley was thousands of miles and watch as professional actors such as Tom Hanks
away, speaking on a cell phone at 11:30 p.m . from Los improvise and create moments that no one else besides the
crew will ever witness. Unless of course they make it into
Angeles, you could hear the exhaustion in his voice.
the movie.
It had been another long day for Dunkerley:
" It's j ust amazing to be a part of such an immense colAlarm clock wake-up at 5:30 am.; q uick drive to the set
for the 7 a.m. call time; six hours of unloading equipment laboration," Dunkerley added. "To see all ofthese variables
combine
to create this singular vision, it's really a great
trucks, cleaning camera gear, checking lenses and lights and
slating for camera B; a half-hour lunch break; six to eight thing to be a part of."
Asked what he likes least about the industry, Dunkerley
more hours of constant hustle, waiting and problem solv ing
before driving home, sleeping, and rising to do it all again didn't hesitate. "The hours," he said flatly. "The long, endthe neX1 morning. But, when you're working such tiring less,h?urs. K~ow this now: when you' re working on a film,
hours as a part of Steven Spielberg's newest fil m produc- that s tt. That s who you are. You have no personal life d urtion, "Catch Me if You Can," starring Tom Hanks, ing production." But when the lack of sleep begins to seep
Leonardo DiCaprio, Christopher Walken and Martin Sheen, in and bring him down, Dunkerley says that he just rememyou can easily overlook the exhaustion. In fact, you take bers what Kaminski recently told him.
"He said that he loves his job. Because even though it can
pride in it.
" It's not so bad," Dunkerley said. "Spielberg likes 7 a.m. be hard, stressful and very difficult, he always remembers
that there are some people driving to work in the morning,
to 7 p.m. days, with most Saturdays and Sundays off"
Dunkerley graduated from Columbia in the fall o f2001. 'ust like he is, but they are heading to jobs where they wash
A cinematography student, Dunkerley entered Columbia dishes all day, serve coffee, or answer phones. And I say to
focused and determined to succeed. " I didn' t do so well in myself, ' Wow, I get paid to make movies.' It's different
high school," Dunkerly admitted. "So I was determined to locations, different people, different obstacles, and different
ups and downs every time you commit to a project. When
do well in college."
you remember that, it's easy to forget about the long hours."
Dunkerley learned both in and out of the classroom.
"You can learn a lot from your instructors, but I would Dunkerley added, " Especially when you're working on a
urge any aspiring filmmakers at Columbia, or any other union-protected production such as Spielberg's."
Asked what he believes are the essential ingredients for
fi lm school, to seek out and work on as many productions
as possible." Dunkerley added, "That's where you gain breaking into the select community that is the film industry,
experience. It doesn't matter if it's student, independent or Dunkerley emphasized two things: communication and netcommercial. Get on the sets and work hard with an honest working.
"First you have to know people and meet people. You
and eager attitude. That's how you prepare yourself for the
never know, that casual friend who is taking a producing
film industry."
After a valuable stint interning at the Chicago di vision of class right now may be the next big producer in five years,"
Panavisio n lighting and camera department, Dunkerley was Dunkerley said. " But once you know someone and find
honored to be selected on the eve of his graduation by that 'in' door and you' re given that brief chance, you have
Steven Spielberg's cinematographer, Janusz Kaminski, for to prove that you belong. There is no guarantee of constant
an internship on Spielberg's fi lm, "Minority Report," a work, of another opportunity. It's a freelance business, and
unless you are outgoing, capable of creatively communifuturistic science fiction production starring Tom Cruise.
The internship was a rare offer, something Dunkerley cating and collaborating with individuals, and willing and
able
to sell yourself, it's going to be a much longer and
called "being in the right place at the right time." A humble notion, considering Dunkerly earned the position as a more unlikely road to travel than it already is."
" You sho uld never set out to be famous," Dunkerley conresult of his own tough and respectable work ethic.
"Set goals," Dunkerley said . " If you do that, and you cluded. "Your goals need to be genuine and focused. This
is a business and an art. If you can j uggle the two, and still
remain passionate and relentless, you' ll s ucceed."
Only a year removed from his time at Columbia, hold firmly to your beliefs and your goals, y ou will make it."

Candidates
Continued from Front Page
" I want parking stickers," Nash said, "and I'd like to sec a
dorm co-op with students having part ownership." He also
said he would seek out an event resembling May fcst for
Columbia freshmen.
Chavis Harrison, a freshman running in the Journalism
department category, had suggestions for the new student
center. She named day care, food centers and a gym as some
of the things Columbia students would like to see in the
building.
Kimberley Williams, a junior, said she would like to sec
"more students getting involved in activities." Williams is
running in the Student Organization Candidacy.
"I want to sec the department interact more with Radio and
Television," Minor said.
Students running for office expressed high hopes for election turnouts, but Van Ocr Way said the Jcnzabar re-naming

vote docsn 't bode well for SGA turnout.
"Five percent- if we are really lucky 15 percent- is the
norm," Van Ocr Way said. "If we near 500 students, we've
done an effective job."
Williams said she thinks students will vote as long as they
have heard about the elections.
" I actually do [think students will vote]," Minor said.
"Students want to sec change."
After the elections, a meeting will be held May 10 to elect
a student president, vice president, secretary and treasurer.
Students can cast their SGA ballots all week, April 22
through 26, from 10:30 a.m. to 6:30p.m. in specific locations. Undergraduates should vote in either the 623 or II 04
S. Wabash Ave. lobbies. Graduate students can vote in the
graduate school office at 600 S. Michigan Ave., on the
Second Floor. Residence Hall students should vote at 731
S. Plymouth Court at the front desk and Student
Organization Members should vote at the SOC meeting
Friday, April 26 at I p.m.
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Construction to
start on new dorm
0
College officials hope t o break
ground In early June

By Georgia Evdoxladls
Copy Chief

Educati~!l

Liberal
department faculty member Louis Silverst ein will give a
book, Deep Spmt and Great Heart, in May.

rea~ing ~f his

Faculty member book touts pot use
college's general counsel because-as he wrote in
an emaii--Qf " delicate issues involved with your
cannabis book."
General counsel Anise Kelly told Asma it would
be "unequi vocally unacceptable for the department
to sponsor the event."
"That came out of the blue," Silverstein said. " I
could
not have imagined that was goi ng to occur."
By Kevin B. O'Reilly
Departments routinely sponsor book readings when
Assistant Editor
the1r ~acuity release a new book, though Asma said
the L1beral Education department had never sponA new book wrinen by a Liberal Education faculsored a book reading before.
ty _membe:. that trumpets the enlightening effects of
Asma also said he had nothing against Si lverstein's
usmg mar~Juana was temporarily denied department book and even wrote a letter of recommendat ion for
sponsorsh1p for a May book reading-but the decifunds that would allow him to undertake "an intens ion was overruled by Provost Steve Kapelke .
sive experiential study of consciousness in the
Louis Silverstein's book, Deep Spirit and Great
study of ha llucinogens in the region.
Hea_rt: Living in Marijuana Consciousness, is a col- Amazo~"-a
He sa1d he was only following college instructions
lectiOn of journa l entries wrinen by a friend of
to consult w1th Kelly on matters of possible legal
Silverstein's who .~ubbe d himself Ganja, which is a consequence. Asma a lso secured funds for an
synonym for mariJUana. Silverstein met Ganja in
advertisement for Deep Spirit and Great Heart in
th~.South Pacific, but would not say exactly where.
the Chronicle.
I fear th~t if I go~ more specific, people would
Kapelke overruled Kelly 's decision, which was
then go lookmg for h1 s fam 1ly," he said, referring to
d rug enforcement authorities. Silverstein wrote the handed down last Monday, on Thursday.
"There is no issue," Kapelke told Silverstein . "For
preface and the introduction to the book published
the coll ege _n ot to all?w the event to take place
by the vanity imprint Xlibris.
'
would b_e a d1rect V1olat1on of the college's policy on
Silverstein, who said that publishing houses would
not even read the book due in part to the controver- academiC freedom." According to the Columbia
sial subject maner, writes in the preface that "mari- College Chicago Faculty Handbook, " It is the policy of the Co llege to maintain and encourage the
JUana opened the doors of perception for (Ganja]
Under the influence, he experienced well-being. freedoms of teaching, of inquiry and research, of
and presentation."
exp~_ded awareness, euphoria, ecstasy, a deeply performance
Asma said the event had never been banned. In
erot1c1zed sexual li fe and an enlargement of the
fa~t, Silverstei_
n ~ad already arranged to go ahead
human possibility on earth."
The book consists of journal entries Ganja wrote With a book s1gnmg m the Hokin Gallery, 623 S.
Wabash Ave ., without the Libera l Educat ion departover the course of two years 1993 and 1994
ment's sanction.
Silverste! n ~aid Ganja bequeathed his j o urnal to hi~
The book reading will be sponsored by the departm t ~e m1d- 90s, shortly before hi s death. He sai d
GanJa hoped it would be published when "a more ment after all and wi ll take place on Wednesday,
May
8, f~om 12: 15 to 2 p.m. at the Hokin Gallery.
sane drug policy reigned."
Silverstein said that although drug laws have not S ll verstem will also sign copies of the book which
been eased much, he decided to publish the book ~eatures a photo ()f him on the cover with th; digital
1mage of a mariJuana leaf superimposed over his
be~aus e he ~e l ieves "that at the very core of our
bemgs there IS a very healthy spirit that 's been cov- face.
Kelly would not comment on the matter and
ered up w ith layers of institutionalized crap.
" Marijuana," he continued, "allows one to cut referred all inquiries to Kapelke, who was unable to
com
ment at press time.
through all that and come into connection with our
Asma speculated that Kelly was trying to be as
basic human n_ature-~hich is good, not evi l; j ust,
cau_tious as poss ible and perhaps thought that sponnot unJUSt ; carmg, not mdifferent."
so r~n g the book reading would violate the college's
:hough the book is not primarily an argument
drug and alcohol policy.
agamst the war on drugs, Silverstein said, "We need
" I think what you have is a sort of knee-jerk
to change people's opinions about the substance
response," Asma said, "which is sort of her j ob to
1tself so they are open to discussion.
have."
"Until people see that marijuana has a very posiSilverstein said the _episode "demonstrates quite
tive possibility," he said, " they' re not even going to
clearly that there rcmams work to be done in maklisten."
ing the college's statement on academic and artist ic
Silverstein requested Liberal Education departfreedom a li vi ng force as well as being a written
ment sponsorship for a book signing from Acting
one."
Cha1r Stephen T. Asma, who referred the issue to the

0 Department-sponsored book
reading OK'd by Provost, overruling
college lawyer who called it
'unequivocally unacceptable'

PI~ for the new University Center of Chicago are progressmg sw1ftly, with construction set to begin the first
week of June. said college officials.
DePaul University, Roosevelt University and Columbia
have combined to form the Educational Advancement
Fund, the organization that will oversee the project.
The City Council is expected to hand over the land for
the project at the nominal price of$1. The land is essentially a grant, but must be sold to the school for tax purposes. Council approval is set for May 6.
" It's basically a formality," said Executive Vice
President Bert Gall.
When completed, the University Center, a 700,000square-foot, 18-story dorm, will be the largest joint student residence hall in the United States. Over I 600 students and live-in staff could be housed in the ~omplex.
About 700 of those students are expected to be
Columbia's.
Bids for the construction contract will begin in about a
week or two, said Gall, well within the timetable originally set.
':lt is progressing quite nicely-and aggressively," Gall
sa1d.
!Jt.e project's architec~ Joseph Antunovich, designed
bUIIdmgs for DePaul Umversity (the Clifton and Racine
residence halls), the Chicago Public Library Rogers Park
Branch, the Hotel Burnham and bookstores for Yale
Penn and the Harvard Co-op.
'
The University Center will house two floors of retail
space _and ~ rooftop_garden area. According to the City
of Chicago s Planmng Department, the project will be
funded by pr!JCeeds from a combination of tax-exempt
and taxable bonds.
The EAF will be responsible for upkeep and maintenance of the building, which will be located at the intersection of State Street and Congress Parkway.

Town hall
Continued from Front Page
breaks."
The issue of creating a community within
Col umbia's student population is a result of the current commuler college status and Columbia's plans
to expand wllh more South Loop bui ldings, includmg the future dormitory.
"As the college gets bigger and students are spread
out over blocks, it's important to provide a way to
overcome some of the barriers of a commuter college," Gall sa id in a previous interview.
_According _to Kelly, the meetings have been fill ed
wllh ~ ug11es11o~s for la rge open gathering places in
combmau on wllh some s maller, more intimate study
lo unges. Another issue Ke lly discussed regarded the
tec hnology and ameniti es that students will require
five to I 0 years down the road.
The other main concern of the meetings was what
the stude nt center is actua lly going to consist of.
Cons1denng the fact that Columbia is home to a
re~owned film school, one of the suggestions was to
bu 1ld a 300-person audi torium that could be used as
both a li ve performance space and a movie theatre.
. Other suggestions were smoking lounges, much
li ke the basement of the 600 S. Michigan Ave. bui ld~ng, or a st~dent exercise faci lity.
But the major
1ssue of whi ch food services to inc lude has stirred
some debate. Some of the students are suggesting
that future students will want the cheapest burger
and ~nes, wh ile others are proclaiming that the food
se rv1ces sho uld be anything but the typical
McDonald's-Sbarros-Subway combination that can
be seen on most college campuses today.
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Parking payment site uses
charity to draw customers
0
Web site's pro mise,
however, can not be verified
By Angela Caputo
Staff Writer

Dwayne M. Thomas/Chronicle
.
Momque Ballard (Left) and Paloma Boiles (Right) at the Simply Music booth at the
Talent Exchange, Thursday, April18, held at the Conaway Center, 1104 S. Wabash Ave.

Talent Exchange inspires
c~llaborative projects
0
Inaugural trade fair
promotes Inter-major
cooperation to help build
student work portfolios

exchange between children in Chicago's

Cabrini Green and those in Portobelo,
Panama.

Van Brunt, who teaches an after-school
program for Cabrini Green children, said
he asked his students to take pictures of
their surroundings that reflected both
By Kevin B. O'Reilly
how they grew up and their emotional
Assistant Editor
responses to their envirorunenl The pictures were then exchanged with the
Columbia's fust ever schoolwide trade Panamanian children.
fair-encouraging students from differ"It'.s a way of using art and anthropoloent departments to collaborate on aca- !!Y as a means ofsocial change and upliftdemic and extracurricular projects- mg." Van Brunt said. "The children learn
drew 14 student groups and dozens of about the similarities and the differences
students last Thursday.
between their two cultures." Van Brunt
The Talent Exchange, organized by the was looking for interns for the Godwin
Career Center for Arts and Media, ran A .Van Brunt Institute of Art and
from II am. to 3 p.m. in the Hermann D. Anthropology-the group he founded
Conaway Center, 1104 S. Wabash Ave. and named after his musician grandfaStu~ents pitched film, photography,
ther-in fields ranging from business
mus1c, design and political projects in management to music.
search of collaboration from students
:'It seems like it's working already," he
with skills in business, public relations, ;;rud ofthe Talent Exchange. "It's a good
marketing and other fields of expertise.
1dea and I hope more is done with it."
"There's obviously a lot ofcreative talAngie
Berg,
a
Marketing
ent here at Columbia and we wanted to Communication senior, was working a
create a forum, atmosphere and spirit that
table to promote a Young Democrats
encourages the collaboration of creative chapter at Columbia
talent," said Keith Lusson, director of the
Berg said five to I0 people had stopped
Career Center for Arts and Media
by the table, but that she wished the
" I think there was a void," Lusson said. Talent Exchange had been held at the
" What we thought is, ' Why not encour- Hokin Annex, 623 S. Wabash Ave.
age it more and why not use a public
'There would have been a lot more
space within the college to bring people people who could have shown interest
together?' Students don't realize that lit- because there's a lot more people passing
erally around the comer is the person you through classes," she said.
need to help get your ideas off the
The Conaway Center offered the most
ground."
space to hold the event, said Doug
The Talent Exchange invited students Bonner, a career and internship adviser
and student groups to set up tables ·pro- who helped organize the event.
moting their projects. Tune was also
Bonner and Lusson both said the event
allotted for students to step up to a micro- would be held at least annually, but that it
phone and deliver a two-minute pitch for could be held each semester if student
their projects.
feedback was positive.
Film and Video junior Nayhlee Van
"We're going to keep doing this,"
Brunt was one student who participated. Lusson said. "It may be once a year or it
He was looking for students to help with may be twice a year, but we know it's a
a project that promotes cross-cultural good idea."

State cuts
ConUnued from Front Page
g ladly pay an extra $10 in taxes to ensure
student access to higher education.
Such sentiments were called "greedy
and self-serving" by J im Tobin, president
of the 10,000-memberNational Taxpayers
United of Illinois.
"Typical bureaucrats," he said of college
administrators, "arguing for more money
for their own pockets." Tobin called the
budget crisis "phony," created by a 45 percent increase in state spending in the last
four years. Targeting c uts at vulnerable
populations during trial budgets is "the
oldest scam around," he said .
"Instead of cutting back where it wouldn't hurt at all- like in the Department of
Commerce or the state police, where no

one would care-they try to hurt the
largest number of people they can. They
want to create a groundswell of suppon
for a tax increase," Tobin said.
The Federation's Tretter argued that cutting MAP grants to private college students would not necessarily save the state
money in the long run because many of
those students wi ll be forced to transfer to
state universities where the government
carries more of the financial burden for
the cost of an education.
"We give the state a good deal," Trotter
said. At the very least, he added, "We hope
that another version of the budget will be
introduced that treats students across all
sectors much more equitably."

Parking ticket revenues are big business
and the private sector has been trying to
break into the multi-million dollar industry
for decades. MyParkingTicket.com is a private, online parking ticket payment service
for all cities in the United States that recently sprouted in the market. Although many
cities have their own online ticket payment
processing system, MyPark.ingTicket.com
claims to be unique because it donates a
portion of their processing fees to the
American Red Cross-but this cannot be
verified.
MyParkingTicket.com, a San Francisco,
Calif.-based company, made its debut on
the Web earlier this year. "The service is up
and we've been testing for about three
months now," said a partner.
"Currently, we are working to establish
accounts with partnerships and municipalities, but red tape can be killer in [electronic
government)," said Victor Choy, a
MyParkingTicket.com representative. He
said the company hopes to expand its services into private-sector parking ticket
sources such as college campuses.
When asked about the company's donations to the Red Cross, a company partner,
who wished to remain anonymous said,
" We might as well make this (parking tickets) a good thing."
Marketing its generosity to charities,
MyParkingTicket.com hopes to attract
altruistic customers like 23-year-old
Katherine Kohlsted, a social service worker
in Chicago. "I heard the commercial on the
radio. The commercial sold me because it
said they are using the company benefits
the Red Cross," she said.
Approximately a month ago Kohlsted
paid a $30 parking ticket through the online service. "When I was filling out the
online forms it didn't say anything about
the fees until the end. The total was $33.50
and I clicked OK because I thought $3.50
would go the the Red Cross and because I
had already filled out the forms," said
Kohlsted.
" I can't comment on the amount but typical ly, we have given eight to 10 percent,"

said a company partner. "At least three payments have been made to the Red Cross. I
personally wrote checks twice."
A personal check for an undisclosed
amount was last written to the American
Red Cross approximately a month and a
half ago with no inquiry about receiving a
tax receipt, according to a company partner.
"I wrote a check to the National office. I put
a [company) note on the check. We haven't
followed up with the American Red Cross
but I would like to know," said the partner.'
The American Red Cross national office
could not verify that it had received personal
checks
from
a
MyParkingTicket.com partner. The Red
Cross receives thousands of individual
donations annually and does not post private donor information. "To my knowledge
we have no relationship," said Devorah
Goldburg, a spokesperson for the American
Red Cross.
"If they' re making a claim and they have
no record they won't get a tax receipt," said
Goldburg, "To me that just seems odd."
When MyPark.ingTicket.com first posted
their payment service they advenised they
would dedicate a portion of the proceeds to
World Hunger. But in regard to payment a
company partner said, "I don 't even know
if we made a payment to World Hunger."
The Attorney General's Office has no
record of consumer fraud complaints of
MyParkingTicket.com or its parent company Industry Digital. However, the office did
indicate that they are not in compliance
with the law.
"They need to register with the Attorney
General's Office that they will solicit for
charitable funds," said Spokesman for the
Attorney General's Office Dan Anders,
who confirmed that they are not registered.
"They do need to get permission rrom the
charity and they have to document with the
Attorney General's Office the money that
they raised," Anders added. " We've asked
many organizations to register since 9/11."
The Better Business Bureau of the San
Francisco and Oakland area did not
respond to inquiry about the company.
"I paid through the service because I
thought the money wasn't going to ' the
man.' I trusted the site. I didn't think it had
to scream at me, 'This much is going to the
Red Cross.' I guess you can never be sure
how much of the money is going to them
(Red Cross)," Kohlsted said.

TV icon Burnett visits Getz
0
'She is so glad we had
t his time together.. .'
By Rudolph Sanchez
Staff Writer
Actor and comedian Carol Burnett
stopped by Columbia's Getz Theater to
answer questions and share stories of her
career before an e nthusiastic crowd.
Burnett was seated between Theater
department Chairs Sheldon Patinkin and
Barbara Robertson. Robertson, who is
part of the T heater faculty, is participating
in Burnett's new play, "Hollywood
A rms," playing a t the Goodman T heatre.
The play was written by Burnett and her
late daughter Carrie Hamilton; and is
based on Burnett's m emoir "One More
T ime."
Burnett answered questions from students for an hour. When asked what kind
of advice she could give to aspiring actors
she said, "Find places to work. It might
not be the best places, after a while it will
get better."
Burnett aired a Variety Show last y ear
on CBS a nd it gained enormous ratings.
" Networks a re scared. They need to trust
the quality of the [variety) show," Burnett
said when asked about the lack of similar
shows on TV today., "Even if you don 't
speak the [E nglish) languagc, people like
Buster Keaton to Lucille Ball make people laugh."

During the session, Burnett shared stories
about how her show was performed and
why it was so successful. "We performed it
as theater, before an audience-they just
happened it be taping it," Burnett said.
"Everyone on the show helped one another; there wasn't any jealousy."
Burnett also shared stories about how she
got started in the theater business and the
experience of working with such comedic
legends as Lucille Ball.
Burnett was asked to do her famous
Tarzan yell. Without hesitation she did it
without missing a step. When asked about
the theoretical side of comedy Burnett said
she didn't believe in it. "I don't think there
is a theoretical side of comedy. It is about
being open and not censoring yourself."
Burnett has had a long distinguished
career and said fame had treated her "very
nicely" despite all the false stories that
might have been found in the tabloids. At
this point in her caree r, Burnett said she
feels validated.
Students were disappointed when the hour
was over but were still very p leased. "It was
excellent. It's too bad she couldn't stay
longer," said Theater student Amanda
Marcheschi. "She was very kind to come
and let students talk to someone we admire
so much."
Burnett signed autographs for students
waiting outside the theater. "It was great to
see her; she is very c harming," said Frances
Maggio, who teaches costume design at
Columbia.

VISIT US ON THE WEB AT
WWW.COLUMBIACHRONICLE.COM
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Class clowns get the best grades in new course
By Wayne Parry
Associated Press
WAYNE, N.J.-The newest course at William
Paterson University is a joke.
But the 15 students enrolled in it are dead ly serious
about wanting to become stand-up comed ians.
They' re graded on how well they deliver gen italia
jokes, rant about not getting enough (or any) sex, and
how weird their parents can be.
And their fina l exam will consist of deli vering a
five-minute routine to an audience at Caroline's comedy club in New York.
" Because comedy is such a big part of our entertainment and our culture, and because it is a huge
industry, I felt students should be trained for it," said
Stephen Rosenfeld, the director of the American
Comedy Institute in New York, who teaches the
course . " Just as people can now go to college and
st udy art or music or writing, they shoul d be able to
study comedy."
Translation: Take my class. Please.
The three-credit course unfolds each Friday inside
an insulated media room, with overhead stage lights,
video cameras and screens, and the one thing a
standup comic can't li ve without: a microphone.
Although the word "penis" is spoken more often
here t han in an anatomy course, students in
Rosenfe ld's class have to apply the same academic
structure and discipline they would need for studying
physics or mathematics to fat jokes.
While standup comedy might look spontaneous, it is
anything but. Students have to write their own routines, underline each punch line and measure how long
it takes to get to each one. Fac ial expressions, hand
gestures and body movements are matched to prec ise
words or phrases for greater impact.
Timing is crucial: You don't want to "step on" a
laugh by starting the next joke too soon, whi le the
audience is still yukking it up. You a lso don't want to
wai t too long until the room goes silent. And for God's
sake, look like you're having fun, even if you're terrified.
Students are told to write about what they know, so

"Because comedy is
such a big part of our
entertainment and our
culture, and because it is a
huge industry, I felt
students should be
trained for it."
-Stephan Rosenfeld, director of American
Comedy Institute
many of their routines revolved around sex, beer, dating and their parents' eccentricities.
Kevin Hogan, a graduate student from Kearny,
de lved into the Hoboken bar scene, and his futile
attempts to pick up women.
"She says, 'You ' re just like a brother to me,"' Hogan
sa id. " Here's what a guy actually hears when a woman
says
that...(dramatic
pause) ... 'WE'RE ...NEVER ... HAVING. ..SEX!' That's
when your penis looks up at you and says, ' Obviously
you're not going to need me tonight; I'm gonna go
wait in the car. Call me if you need to pee.'"
Other students were not as faci le at the mic. Grace
Gonzalez, a senior from Paterson, read her, routine
about her boyfriend's bad breath from a piece of
paper, stopping several times, and laci ng her delivery
with uumms."
Mike Scalero, a senio r from Rutherfo rd, started o ut
strongly, setting up a routine about his mothe r's obsession with the Weather Channe l. But his punch line
involved her scream ing profanities at the screen when
the weatherman forecast rain.
Moments like these get " the treatment," a roundtable
critique with Rosenfeld and the students after each has
finished perform ing. The goal is to improve the writing and delivery, changing punch lines that don't work
or suggesting new directions to take the material.
"You've created a wonderful character: a mother

who's way too involved with the Weather Channel,"
Rosenfeld told Scalero. "But the punch line came out
of left field; it was too unexpected. Let's sec what we
can do to develop the character a little more."
Rosenfeld praised Hogan's delivery and timing, but
noted he tends to wrap the microphone cord around
his hand like a python. That distracts the audience
from concentrat ing on what he's say ing instead of
what he's doing.
The class tried to punch up Gonzalez' punch lines.
When her boyfriend asks if his kisses are turning her
on, she replies, "No, ' cause your breath is turning me
off." Almost no one laughs because everyone expects
her to say that, Rosenfeld said. Something mor~ cutting or unpredictable might work better, he added,
asking the class to think of a new ending fo r the bit by
next week.
But almost everyone in the class has made remarkable strides in j ust a few weeks, Rosenfeld said.
"There are definitely some people here who will
work as comics," he said. '"There's always a tremendous interest in the industry in finding new comic talent. If you're good at this, you' ll make a living. If
you're really good, you can make much more than just
a li ving."
The course also offers survival tips for dealing with
hecklers. Rosenfeld's advice: Ignore them the first
time, and maybe the second, just to get the audience
on your side.
'"Audiences hate hecklers," he sa id. "You want to
make sure the audience is with you and hates the heckler, too, because you' re about to destroy him . On the
third time, you move in. You want to do two things:
Get everybody laughing at the heckler while also making it clear he has to stop.
"You might say someth ing like, 'Excuse me, sir. I do
my act the way you do your sex life ... Aione!' Or, ' l

!Visit lt8S oro the web at
www. CohambiaChmroide. com

DEADLINE EXTENDED!!!
CALLING ALL STUDENTS!
APPLICATIONS NOW BEING ACCEPTE D
FOR

PEER MENTORS
FOR
THE MINORITY MENTORSHIP PROGRAM

You must:
• Want to make a difference while making some money
•Have 30+ credit hours completed (at least sophomore status)
•Have at least a 2.5 GPA
•Be planning to enroll for Fall 2002 classes
•Be committed and sensitive to the needs of the mentorship program
•Be personable, flexible and considerate of the needs of new students
•Be knowledgeable ofthe college community
If this described you, APPLY TODAY!
fAll qualified students ar e welcome to apply)
Applications and further information are available at:
The Freshman Center, 623 S. Wabash, Suite 307, (3 12) 344-7927
Multicultural Affairs Office, 623 S. Wabash, Suite 304, (3 12) 344-7569
Or visit our web site for more information and an application:
http:/ /www.co Iurn.ed u/newstudentinfo/success

APPLICATION DE ADLINE EXTENDE D
Divisions ofStudent Affairs
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Community colleges brace for tighter immigration rules
By Thomas Ginsberg
Knight Ridder Newspapers
PHILADELPHI A-Immigration experts call it the
" Mohamed Ana rule,'' a proposal soon to take effect to try to
prevent would-be terrorists from
hiding here as students.
But community-based schools,
ranging from the small Quaker
City Aviation Institute to the
Community
College
of
Philadelphia, call it a potential
blow to admissions that may
complicate life for many genuine
students.
"Students are paying for an
unfortunate connection" to Sept.
II, said Carmelo Miranda
Lopez, director of admissions
and recruitment at the community co llege.
The Immigration and
Naturalization Service this week
announced the changes it hopes
to implement in coming weeks.
One rule would require any foreign national seeking a student
visa to apply in person at a consulate abroad before entering the
country.
Currently, nonimmigrant visitors can apply to switch their sta-

tus to student wi thout prior
notice and without leaving the
country. The INS would modifY
that rule to require any would-be
student at least to have declared
themselves a "prospective student" when entering the country.
At the same time, the INS
wants to drastically reduce the
maximum time most other visitors could stay, from six months
to just 30 days in most cases.
The impact may be only slight
on major higher-education institutions, such as the University of
Pennsy lvania,
Temple
University
and
Rutgers
University. They have the most
international students in the
Philadelphia region, more than
I 0,000. But many already tend
to come with study visas directly
from overseas.
"These rules are a first step.
They make a small number of
changes, and colleges and universities fully support them,"
said Terry Hartle, senior vice
president of the nonprofit
American Council on Education,
a Washington-based advocacy
group for major colleges that has
worked on the rules with the
INS .
But for smaller vocational and

community schools, the impact
could be big. Thousands of their
students-numbering a few hundred or less at each institutionare less likely to have come from
across the globe than from
across town. They are fore ign
tourists or workers who want to
get a visa to study, or sometimes
just to stay in the country.
"We recognize that the overwhelming majority of people
who come to the United States as
visitors are honest and law-abiding," INS Commissioner James
Ziglar said this week in
announcing the proposal. But
"the events of Sept. II remind us
that there will always be those
who seek to cause us harm."
Ana, of Egypt, and Marwan
AI-Shehhi, of the United Arab
Em irates-two of the 19 hijackers- had entered the country as
nonimm igrant visitors. Then
they applied to change their status to student, and the INS gave
them preliminary approval to
enroll in a Florida flight school.
(In a startling debac le last
month, the INS sent the dead
men's visa-approval notices to
the school-six months after the
attack.)
INS officials do not know the

TAKE ACLOSER
LOOK AT AN
ARMY OF ONE
* * * * *
Stop by N. Clybourn Recruiting Station for your
Army of One T-Shirt. And check out over 200 ways
you can become AN ARMY OF ONE.

RECEIVED
» LOCATION: N. Clybourn Recruiting
Station
1239 N. Clybourn
Chicago, ll
> > DATE: MON, APR 22
> > CONTACT: N. Clybourn Recruiting
Station
312-202-0430
April 22 throu&h May 3
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exact number of foreign students and would-be students
who could be affected, regional
spokeswoman N iki Edwards
said.
Roughly 70,000 educational
institutions nationwide are
approved by the INS to accept
fore ign students, including
hundreds in the Philadelphia
region, Edwards said.
According to the nonprofit
Institute for International
Education, the number of international students last year at
colleges and
universities
nationwide was about 547,000,
barely 2 percent of the 32 million fo reign visitors allowed
into the country annually.
Pennsylvania had 22,279 foreign students and New Jersey
12,558, ranking both among
the students' favorite U.S. destinations. The students spent an
estimated $762 million in both
states, the institute said.
"This rule could, conceivably,
have a big impact on students
and on enrollment generally,"
said Fran Cubberley, dean for
enrollment
services
at
Delaware County Community
College in Media.
Out of roughly 25,000 students, the college has 2 II students this year on valid study
visas, some paying up to
$4,000 a semester. But up to
500 more are taking courses
while here on other kinds of
visas, including permanent and
visitor visas. Many are from
Upper Darby and nearby

Delaware County towns that
have become mini-melting pots
in the region.
"I'm concerned there's an
overemphasis on the students
and not enough on everybody
else," Cubberley said. " I'm
hoping we can continue to
enroll international students
freely, as long as they meet the
requirements, but I don't want
them to be the scapegoats."
Then there are the small vocational schools such as Quaker
City Institute of Aviation,
which trains airline mechanics
in Northeast Philadelphia.
Lee
Admissions
director
Cobleigh said about one in five
of its 130 students are foreign
nationals. The school leaves
immigration details to the students, doesn't help them get
visas, and doesn't check visas
when people enro ll.
"We only require a Social
Security number," Coble igh
said, adding that the new 30day rule may be the biggest
issue. " It could be a real problem for those already in
school."
Further INS changes are
planned, including creation of a
database, accessible over the
Internet, where schools would
record whether foreign students
showed up for class.
The INS rules would take
effect after being published and
opened for public comment in
the
Federal
Register
(www.nara.gov/fedreg).

Foreign student body grows
among many U.S. colleges .
By Marsha Low
Knight Ridder Newspapers
DETROIT- International srudents are heading to U.S. colleges
in record numbers, a national
trend that is drawing surprise
among some school leaders.
Last year 547,867 international
students entered U.S. colleges, a
6.4-percent increase from the previous year and an enrollment
record, said Peggy Blumenthal,
vice president of educational
services for the Institute of
International Education headquartered in New York City.
Michigan college admissions
officers saw much of the same.
Oakland University's international student body grew by 8
percent, and Wayne State
University had a 17-percent
increase, according to school officials.
The University of Michigan
reviewed 4.5 percent more applications from prospective firstyear students from other countries
and 24 percent more applications
from international graduate students.
" I was surprised by these munbers because Sept. II brought
many uncertainties," said David
Archbold, director ofOU's Office
for International Students and
Scholars. "Many of us expected
to see a decrease in international
students but the marked increase
we're seeing is encouraging.
They are diversifYing our campuses and adding an international
dimension and opinion to our
classrooms."
Anabel Borg, a 27-year-old
Malta native, began working
toward a graduate certificate at

OU last spring. She said international srudents are lured to the
United States by scholarships that
are easier to win and a job market
that can be more lucrative.
The people I talk to hope that an
American education will make
them more marketable," said
Borg, who is now applying for a
local nursing job.
"The pay is also much better
than I would get if I rerumed to
Malta"
The students also pwnp $11 billion into the U.S. economy, said
liE ofticials.
Leading the migration to U.S.
colleges are Chinese, Indian and
Japanese students. In the United
States, the fore ign students most
often choose degrees in computer
science, math, English and education, according to an II E report.
"These srudents are coming for
a high-quality education and the
prestige a U.S. education can provide," Blumenthal said. "Also a
bad economy tends to send more
people back to school."
Americans are also studying
abroad more often. Last year,
143,590 Americans earned college credits overseas, an 11 -percent increase, according to an liE
report.
It is yet another encouraging
trend for educators.
"This is an opportunity that
opens doors for American students," said Guilan Wang, director of Central Michigan
University's
Office
of
International Education. "An
international education is more
important than ever before as we
push students to become better
global citizens and leaders and as
technology really creates a smaller world."
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Sum mer Registration for Continuing
Degree-Seeking Students will be held
from April 22 thru April 25, 2002 form
10:00 am to 6 :00 pm

_._____

• All undergraduate students can pick up a Summer Schedule of classes from
the student services offices .
•Graduate students can pick up Summer Schedules in the Graduate Office.

• Summer registration will also be held from Monday, June 3 to Thursday,
June 6 from 10 :00 am to 6 :00pm and Saturday, June 8, from 10 : 00 am to
1 : 00 pm
• Students-at-large register during Open Registrat ion, Thursday, June 6 and
Saturday June 8 .
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I 0°/o DISCOUNT TO
STUDENTS AFTER 4
224 South W abas h Ave nue,
Chic-1go, IL 60605

312-939-5685

j

Chicago Style Pan Pizza
Steaks and Chops
Famous Baby-Back Ribs
Fresh Seafood
and more ..
Fam ily d1ning w1th Children's menu
Private Party Rooms Available
Groups up to 200 people
Full Bar Serv1ce
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Thursday, April 25, 2002
1:00--2:00 PM, Hokin Hall. 623 S. Wabash Ave.
··conve~ations

Tuesday, April 30, 2002
2:00--2:30 PM, Room 506, 623 S. Wabash Ave.
Ribbon-Cutting Ceremony

with Claudia Dreifus. New York Times Sr.ience Writer"

Claudia Oreifus, well known for her mcisive interviews w1th International political
figures. cultural , and sc1ence 1cons, is considered to be the leading interviewer in
Arnencan journalism. More than three hundred of her interviews have appeared in
diverse publications such as The New York Times Magazine, Playboy, Ms.,
The Progressive. Modem Maturity, TV Guide and The Nation. S1nce 1997. her interviews
w1th some of the greatest m1nds across a broad range of sc1entific disciplines have
appeared in the Science Times section of The New York Times Her work has been
collected in two books, Interview and Scientific Conversations. Claudia Dreifus is
a Senior Fellow at the World Policy Institute of the New School for Soc1al Research
in New York City
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Formal opening of the Institute for Science Education and Sc1ence Communication's
new Cancer Research Lab, made possible by a grant from the
National Science Foundation.

2:30--3:00 PM, Columbia College Concert Hall , 1014 S. Michigan Ave.
Reception

3:00-4:00 PM, Columbia College Concert Hall. 1014 S. Michigan Ave.
Friday, April 26, 2002
2:00--3:00 PM, Room 203, 623 S. Wabash Ave.
"ArtScience : Realizing Human Potential"
Or. Todd Siler, first recip1ent of a Ph.D. in Visualization from M.I.T., is a v1sual
artist, wnter. Inventor, educator, consultant and director of Psi-Ph1 Commun~calions: a
company that specializes in consultmg and develop1ng processes for fostering creativity
and innovation in business and education. Dr. Siler has published many articles and
books 1nclud1ng Breaking The Mind Barrier ( 1992) and Think Like A Genius ( 1997).
Dr. S1ler's cartoon, "TrUizms", appears weekly in the Rocky Mountain News Dr. Slier
has lectured throughout the world on topics such as the historical interaction of the arts
w1th science and technology. His artwork is exhibited in major museums and galleries
around the world .

"Men's Health: Advances in Prostate Cancer Research and Treatment"
Dr. John T. Gray hack IS Professor of Urology and former chairman of the Department
of Urology at the Feinberg School of Medicine at Northwestern Umvers1ty He IS also a
clinician at the Northwestern Med1cal Faculty Foundation Dr Grayhack has authored
numerous papers and textbook chapters that prov1de understanding of the normal and
abnormal growth of the human prostate as well as the natural history. clin~cal
assessment. and chmcal management of both ben•gn and cancer growth of th1s organ
He has served as ed1tor of Tile Joumal of Urology, The Yearbook of Urology and the
major textbook Adult and Pediatric Urology. He IS a rec1p1ent of vanous awards and
recognitions in urology

Thursday, May 2, 2002
11:00 AM--12 :00 NOON, Ferguson Theater, 600 S. Michigan Ave.
"The Delight and Responsibility of Science"

Monday, April 29, 2002
2:00- 3:00 PM, Columbia College Concert Hall, 1014 S. Michigan Ave.
"Women's Health. Advances in Breast Cancer Research and Treatment"
Or. V. Craig Jordan IS the D1ana Pnncess of Wales Professor of Cancer Research and
Director of the Lynn Sage Breast Cancer Research Program at Northwestern University
He IS Internationally recogn1zed for h1s p1oneenng research and for the development
of the f1rst breast cancer preventive agent and has rece1ved numerous nat1onal and
~nternaiiOnal awards. In 1997 Dr. Jordan was named the Laureate of the 6th C1no del
Ouca Award for Oncology'" Pans and 1n 2000 he was selected as one of the hundred
cancer researchers from throughout the world to s1gn the "Charter of Paris" to cure
cancer.
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Or. Roa ld Hoffmann 1s the John A. Newman Professor of Physical Sc1ence at Cornell
Univers1ty. A native of Poland Hoffmann survived the Naz1 occupat1on when he and h1s
mother were smuggled out by h1s father and h1dden .n the att1c of a schoolhouse for the
remainder of the war In 1949 he arrived in the US after several years of post-war
wandering 1n Europe. and embarked upon h1s education m the arts and sc1ences In
addition to rece1v1ng the 1981 Nobel Pnze'" Chemistry, he rece1ved many nat1onal and
International awards In 1990, Hoffmann hosted 'The World of Chem1stry" a twentySIX segment PBS television documentary Dr Hoffmann has published poetry books. a
bock on art and science, a book on sc1ence and rel1g1on, and recently wrote and
produced the play "Oxygen," wh1ch opened 1n London, Germany and many places
in the US
lnstrtule for Scrence EducatiOn and Scrence Commumcallon
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Columb•a College Ch1cago 1s localed al
Su~e 1400 624 S M1ch1gan Ave Ch1cago. IL 60605

For more rnformauon about upcomrng events contact us

lei (312) 344-7 180
(312) 344-7544
tax (312) 344· 8051
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Andersen execs get easy way out

Ticketmaster is out of control
Summer is just around the comer, which
means Chicago's big summertime concerts-Ozzfest, Dave Matthews Band and
QlOl Jamboree to name a few-will be
coming up soon.
Unfortunately, nearly all of the concertgocrs attending these events will be
ensnared in the evil clutches of
Ticketmaster and subjected to its handling
fees, convenience charges and randomnumber distribution system.
The extra fees Ticketmaster charges its
customers are outrageous. Ticketrnaster
lists the face price for tickets to the Dave
Matthews Band concert at Alpine Valley
as $31 .50, however once they add in an
$8.15 convenience fee, a $3 building
charge fee and a $3.70 processing fee, the
grand total comes to $46.35.
When totaled, Ticketrnaster's fees are
nearly 50 percent of the original ticket
price.
That's almost $15 in "convenience"
fees. What convenience is Ticketrnaster
referring to, exactly?
Perhaps they are referring to the constant busy signal that can be heard when
(312) 559-1212 is dialed at any point
between I 0 a.m. and noon on just about
any given Saturday morning.
Or maybe they are referring to
Ticketrnaster.com and the message that
pops up and tells you the site is too busy
to process your order right when tickets go
on sale--that sure is convenient. The
message that pops up telling you tickets
are sold out when you try to purchase
them at a later, less high-traffic time is
also great.
Then there 's the random number lottery
that we have all come to love so much.
That must be what they're talking about!
Everyone loves waiting in line for two
hours and then watching some guy who
strolled up five minutes before tickets

went on sale win the lottery, wind up first
in line and walk off with the last pair of
tickets.
When a company charges too much for
a poor serv ice, the logical thing to do is
drop them and take your business elsewhere. However, that is not an option in
this case.
No significant competition exists for
Ticketmaster.
According to Hannah Kemps, a
spokesperson for Ticketrnaster, its current
rivals are SmartTix.com and Tickets.com.
But how big of a contender can these distributors really be, when all we ever hear
from radio announcers is "Tickets go on
sale Saturday at I0 a.m. at all
Ticketmaster locations."
Even if these other distributors were
more widely known or better advertised,
they would not be serious competition.
Tickets.com does not have nearly the
selection of concerts as Ticketrnaster and
charges hefty convenience fees as well.
SmartTix.com also only offers tickets to a
limited list of events.
In I 994, the alternative rock band Pearl
Jam filed a complaint to the Justice
Department, claiming that the distributor
had a national monopoly and used that
power to coerce owners of concert venues
to agree to exclusivity deals, thus drastically inflating ticket prices.
Currently, the only way to avoid purchasing tickets through Ticketmaster,
as ide from turning to an even worse distributor, is to buy tickets at the venue box
office.
It's time we stop paying
Ticketmaster for providing lackluster
services, put forth the extra effort to go to
the venue to buy tickets from the box
office, and not even think about giving our
business back to Ticketmaster unti l it has
some competition.

By Jeremy Adragna
Assistant News Editor
Thursday, April 18, Arthur Andersen
LLP, the Chicago-based accounting firm
charged with obstruction of justice for
shredding Enron documents, mi ssed its
deadline to only get what was essentially a slap on the wrist from the Justice
Department.
During talks to negotiate a deal with
Andersen before its May 6 criminal trial
in Houston, the Justice Department
offered the firm a sweet back door
escape. Andersen merely had to adm it
wrongdoing in its involvement with
Enron and could then have in\lictments
deferred for several years, eventually
ending up with what can be described as
corporate probation. This deal had to be
accepted by Andersen lawyers by 8:30
a.m. Thursday morning, but they did not
take it.
An admission of guilt on Andersen's
part does create a problem for the
already floundering company. With
major accounts quickly going out the
window and subsidiary lawsuits being
filed constantly, some wonder how the
firm can keep its head above water,
aside from laying off more workers than
it already has.
The intended s lap on the wrist raises
an interesting question of how the
Justice Department should deal with

cases like Andersen. Should they prosecute offending corporations, liquidate
their holdings and give those affected
by the scandal reparations? Probably.
What the Justice Department may
have had in mind was to give Andersen
a fighting chance during a time when
the U.S. economy isn't in the best
shape. If major corporations are going
under while the economy is dragging,
how is anyone supposed to get back on
their feet?
Had this been a personal case of
obstruction of justice in any court in the
United States, the clemency offered
Andersen attorneys would be out of the
question and seen as just too lenient.
Andersen's demise probably wouldn't
affect the greater economy all that
much, but it would put a lot more people out of work in Chicago. Does that
fact make it acceptable for the Justice
Department to then give Andersen a getout-of-jail-free card?
When David B. Duncan, the
Andersen senior accountant who pleaded guilty to destroying thousands of
Enron documents, used his power and
tried to save his own skin, he effectively
sealed the grave for his firm . Duncan
and Andersen should be held accountable to all the charges and given not just
a slap on the wrist, but a slap in the
face, because trust in the government's
ability to work is more important right
now than a hundred Arthur Andersens.

Look for more opinions
online at .
www.ColumbiaChronicle.com
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United States must fully support Israel

COLUMBIA
CHRONICLE
Ryan Adair
Executive Editor

By Matthew Kerstein

Staff Witter

Jillian Helmer
Managing Editor

The United States should not pressure
Israel to stop its offensive against terrorist
organizations within its territories--nor
should the military aid the United States
gives to Israel be used as some kind of bargaining tool as it has been recently suggested in public opinion and editorials.
Aiding Israel is not only an investment
for the United States, whose cities profit
from trade and military contracts, but the
expense could also be considered a small
part of the enormous amount we are spending on it's fight against global terrorism.
According to information taken from
"Israel: U.S. Foreign Assistance" by Mark
Clyde and the D.C. Congressional
Research Service, which is posted at
www.us-israel.org, Israel receives less than
$2 billion in annual military aid from
America through the Foreign Military
Financing program. About 26 percent of
what Israel receives in aid can be spent on
"military procurement," while the remaining 76 percent is spent in the U.S. This
generates profits and jobs for more than
1,000 companies in 47 states.
Two of the states that benefit from U.S
aid to Israel are Illinois and New York.
Illinois companies received over $10 million in U.S. government-funded military
contracts from Israel in 1999. Illinois companies also have economic ties with Israel.
Around 200 Illinois companies (including
Sarah Lee, Motorola, and Bio-Logic
Systems) all trade with Israel.
Israel is New York's fifth-lead ing trade
partner. New York exported over $2 billion
worth of goods to Israel in 2000. In 1999
New York companies received $122 million in military contracts through the FMF
program.
Israel began buying arms from America
in 1962 but did not receive military grants
until after the 1973 Yom Kippur War. The
decision to change from military loans to
grants was based on the view in Congress
that without a powerful Israeli military, war
in the Middle East was more likely and it
would cost America more directly to have
war than to grant military aid to Israel.
This is still true today. The terrorists
Israel is trying to uproot in the occupied
territories are from the same place as those
America is trying to uproot elsewhere.

Neda Simeonova
News Editor
Katie Walsh
Commentary Editor
Cassie Weicher
Michael Hirtzer
Arts & Entertainment Editors
Dustin Klass
Ryan Saunders
Sports Editors
Michael Schmidt
Dwayne M. Thomas
Photography Editors
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Two of the three countries president
George W. Bush accused of being part of
the "axis of evil" have direct ties with terrorist organizations that Israel fights.
Iran not only ships boatloads of arms to
Palestinian suicide bombers, but also helps
to fund groups who hate America as much
as they hate Israel. HAM AS, one of the
radical militant organizations in the Israeli
territory that practices continued suicide
bombings on Israeli citizens, and Hezbollah
are trying to get rid of all non-Islamic
influences in the Mideast. They are examples of terrorists who are anti-Israel and
anti-American. They are suspected of
numerous bombings of innocent Israeli cit izens as well as Israeli and U.S. embassies
and are both funded in part by Iran.
Iraq, one of America's top targets in its
war on terrorism, also he lps fund terrorist
activities toward Israel. Saddam Hussein
gives rewards and aid to the families of suicide bombers. His development of biological or nuclear weapons could also be just as
much a threat to Israel as it is to America.
The American government is quick to
take a hard stand against global terrorism.
This stance is weakened by the unwillingness of the Bush administration to stand up
to the international community-a commu-

nity that turns a blind eye to the harboring
of terrorist cells in the West Bank and Gaza
Strip. Instead we look only at the homeless
refugees who have been abandoned by
neighboring Arab countries and self-serving Palestinian leaders. These leaders
would rather use their people as political
pawns and walking bombs than create a
lasting peace.
Bush had given Israel the green light to
defend itself at the beginning of the latest
offensive, but after just a couple of days,
his support became the stance that Israel
should withdraw its troops. This shows he
agrees with the offensive morally, but
because of the political sensitivity of the
Arab states he needs in his war on terrorism, he cannot support any serious attempt
by Israel to fight one of the worst continued assaults in its history.
If Israel is not allowed to react to the
continued bombings of its people, the suicide bombers and their fellow terrorists will
perceive it as a victory. America should
consider that victory as a loss in its battle
against global terrorism. America should
not tell the prime minister of a viable sovereign nation what to do--and certainly not
with the threat of taking away its military
aid.

Catholic Church's handling of
pedophillic priests is a disgrace
By KaUe Walsh
Commentary Editor
There is a crisis in the Roman Catholic
Church. Everyone knows it. Well,
everyone except many U.S. priests, bishops and cardinals.
For years clergy stood by and
watched--<:ven enabled- the abuse of little kids. Allegations of sexual abuse by
priests are coming out all across the
country, some of which are true. While
this is shocking in itself, what is more
shocking is that bishops, archbishops and
cardinals knew about many of the abuse
cases and allowed those priests to continue working, even with children.
I am a Catholic, so I take personal
offense to the repugnant behavior of the
clergy. I have 16 years of Catholic educat ion and worked side by side with
priests until I was IS. I am embarrassed
by the ultimate fai lure of the Church to
protect its children. Apparently I am not
the only one. A recent poll done by
Quinnipiac University revealed that 70
percent of Catholics in this country want
any high-ranking clergyman who enabled
child abuse to resign. It also revealed
that less than 50 percent have a favorable
opinion of their parish priests.
I am fully aware that the clergy are
human fa llible, and they never claimed to
be, but this not simply a single mistake or
error in judgment. This is a criminal act.
The abusive priests are pedophiles. They
are no different or better than sex offend-

clergy that allowed such heinous acts to
ers who have to register with the state so
neighbors know all about their prior
continue.
criminal behavior. Yet they have been
There is an outcry in Boston these
days. People of all faiths are demanding
given a pass for years. They have been
allowed by the hierarchy of the Catholic
the resignation of Cardinal Bernard Law,
Church to continue the diswho admitted to knowing about
gusting behavior-and that is
some of the 80 true allegations
the biggest outrage.
of abuse in his diocese. There is
Pedophi lic priests should
no excuse for this man's behavhave been removed from their
ior and he should be stripped of
posts and turned over to the
his red robe and prosecuted for
state to do with
his total negligence.
He could have prethem as they see
fit. But that didn't
vented so many of the
happen until
abuse cases.
recently and that is
There are others too.
the biggest probIn Pittsburgh, Cardina l
lem.
Anthony Bevilacqua
High-ranking
has admitted to keepofficials of the
ing secret 35 true
Church allowed
cases of abuse in his
these pedophi les to
r---..1 diocese.
The idea of taking care of the
hold their posts in parishes.
In many instances, if allegaproblem within the Church did
tions were made, even if the
not work. C hi ldren continue to
allegation was found to be
be hurt and something else has to
true, many of the priests were
be done.
simply sent off to another
The pope has called all U.S.
parish. This is insane. I can
cardinals to the Vatican for a
fee l my blood pressure rising
meeting regarding the newly
just thinking about the arro- ...__ _ _ __ __, uncovered abuse cases. If the
gance of the church hierarchy.
pope cares about the future of the Church
There are people who have been
and the children in the church he will
scarred for the rest of their life by abuse
seriously rethink Cardinal Law and other
cardinals' positions. There needs to be a
because of the arrogance of the Church.
Even worse is that some of the victims
major overhaul of the hierarchy in the
have committed suicide as a result of
Catholic Church. I'll be pray ing that the
their abuse. Their deaths rest solely in
pope realizes this too. If he doesn't...God
the hands of the priests and high-ranking
have mercy on all the children.

r---- ---,
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COWMBIA'S VOICES
Middle East needs
U.S. attention
I opened the April 15 issue of the
Chronicle in search of news about the
campus. What I found, however, was
yet another diatribe on the current war
on terror. Before I begin, let me state
that I am, and have been, in full support
of the war on terror. I applaud the U.S.
actions in Afghanistan, and I look forward with optimism to the continued
success of Operation Enduring
Freedom.
Now, to comment on a letter that
was pubIished in last week's issue.
First, let's begin with the example of
the brute in the bar. The letter read: "If
I'm in a bar and a large, suspicious
looking person who could hurt or pick
a fight with me walks in, do I run up to
them because I think they might hurt
me? I don't think so." I completely
agree with that. Neither would I. But
let's suppose for a minute that you
know that they had recently purchased
a firearm, and you had good reason to
believe that they might kill your family,
your friends or even your children, for
no other reason than they know you.
Would you try to stop this person now,
or would you wait for the trigger to be
pulled, and then wonder why you didn't
act sooner? Our country waited, and
Sept. II happened. Personally, I'm
glad we're not waiting any longer.
Then the Revolutionary War was
brought up, and how the revolutionaries
were considered terrorists by the
British Empire. I'm not sure exactly
why this state ment was made. Last
time I checked, there weren't any
reports of our militia sailing over to
Britain and murdering innocent women
and children to get back at the king,
which is what happened to us. War is,
like Mr. Klass said, a part of human
nature, just like the " lust for wealth."
Just because we recognize it doesn't
mean it will suddenly end.
This isn't an episode of "Sesame
Street," where Osama the Grouch
learns by the end of the show that sharing hi s toys is the right thing to do.
This is a world where he, and people
like him, want everything their way,
and are willing to kill however many
people they have to, to see their wishes
reach fruition. While we' re busy trying
to talk and reach a peaceful resolution,
they'll release a nuclear weapon in a
crowded city (such as New York), and
kill millions of people from the fallout.
How will our talking be effective then?
Sure we have our own skeletons in the
closet (the Panama Canal comes to

mind), and I think that our foreign policy should return to the way it was in
the mid- I 800s. But I also realize that
because of the treaty building and
trade investments over the past 90
years, it's impossible to become an
isolationist country once again. War is
dirty and can be very horrible. But as
long as there are extremists out there,
it's a necessity.
What it comes down to is this: Our
country may not be perfect, but at least
here I know I have the freedom to say
what I want without the fear of being
incarcerated or killed. And ultimately,
that's what we're fighting for. Yes,
economics and politics are a part of it.
It's been that way since the beginning
of time. But it's still only a part. The
only proof I need that we're accomplishing good things are the pictures of
civilians in Afghanistan. People shaving their beards, showing films, playing music, performing theater, practicing different religions openly and most
importantly, Afghan women showing
more than 2 percent of their bodies in
public without the fear of being killed
or muti fated, in my book, is a success.
I'm proud to be a citizen of this
country, and I will continue to support
her in her decisions. If anyone needs a
reminder of just how bad the attacks
were seven months ago, I recommend
that you check out the tribute set up in
Union Station. It really makes you
think about the situation we're in. And
on a personal note, I would've enlisted
when I turned 18, but unfortunately,
medical conditions took away my
chance.
-Ryan Kasnick/Sophomore

Keep classes small at
Columbia
How come, in the Tribune 's
"Education Today" special section last
week, several colleges were touting
their "small class sizes" and low "student/faculty ratios," while our administration at Columbia is talking about
increasing class size to save a couple
of bucks, offsetting one of our great
recruiting advantages. Why?
-Howard Schlossberg!Marketing
Communication

Israel has a right to
defend itself
I was shocked and furious to read
Georgia Evdoxiadis' commentary,

"Israeli offensive does more harm than
good," published in the Chronicle on
April I 5, 2002.
It is a hateful, one-sided article. I
don't understand how you could
address such a sensitive issue in such a
one-sided way, without writing the
other side's opinion. We, the Israelis
who live in the United States, are constantly fighting against the propaganda
of the Palestinians. It is easy to influence the Americans, who do not know
the whole story, and did not hear both
sides of it. I was so offended by the
commentary, which was as proPalestinian as can be. It was very sad
for me to come to my school, and read
such a hateful political article against
MY country.
I would like to comment directly on
some of the things written in the article. Ms. Evdox iadis portrays Israel as
an offensive country that uses the
excuse of "terrorist casualties" to kill
as many Palestinians as possible. She
says "children and teenagers are killed
every day in a battle they did nothing
to start." What about the hundreds of
Israeli children, teenagers, mothers and
fathers who were killed in suicide
bombings? What did they do to start
this battle?
I do not wish for any one of you to
know what it means to live in terror.
We lived in terror in Israel our whole
lives. Going on a bus, praying it won't
blow up, walking down the street,
praying you will not encounter the
next suicide born ber, being afraid to go
out of the house ... I am telling you, it's
the worst feeling, being scared all the
time. The terror attacks on innocent
Israeli civilians started long before
Israel started the incursion. Over 400
Israelis, civilians and soldiers were
killed over the past 18 months. Four
hundred people, in a country that has 6
million citizens is a lot. Too much. The
attacks have to stop. Do you, Ms.
Evdoxiadis, expect us to sit quietly and
do nothing to stop these attacks? What
do you suggest that we do? Talk to
Arafat, who has no control over the
terrorists? We are defending our country's existence. It is war, and innocent
people die at war, on both sides.
I am very sympathetic to the
Palestinian situation. They desen<e a
country, and they are fighting for their
state, Iike Israel did 54 years ago. The
problem, and this is the most elementary problem, is that there are extreme
terrorist groups among the Palestinians
that do not want peace. They just want
to kill all the Israelis and destroy the
Israeli country.
The commentary says, "Humiliation,

anger, frustration and a daily exposure
to violence tum those who feel they
have no other resources to justice into
murderers." How do you explain, then,
that the angry, scared, frustrated
Israelis don't turn into murderers? I
can't even begin to explain to you the
situation in Israel. My friends back
home are telling me horror stories.
They think twice if they need to go out
for grocery shopping. Isn't that frustrating? Isn't that daily exposure to violence?
The thing that I was most angry
about when I read the commentary was
Ms. Evdoxiadis' suggestion that
Jerusalem should be declared as a nuetral city, because of its holiness to the
three major religions. Are you serious?
Jerusalem is the capital of Israel. THE
CAPITAL. How would you feel if someone would say "let's make Washington
neutral because it's a holy land." What
would Israel be without it's capital? Why
should we give it up? By the way, former Prime Minister Barak offered Arafat
a major part of Jerusalem, but Arafat
rejected the offer.
Finally, I want to ask you this: if comparing the population in Israel to the
population in America, 400 dead
Israelis in terror attacks is like 20,000
Americans. Why is Bush allowed to
hunt down bin Laden after he killed
3,000 Americans, and we are not
allowed to hunt down the terrorists who
killed 400 Israelis. Why Is Bush telling
us that we have to "talk with Arafat?"
Is he talking to bin Laden? Would you
want him to talk to bin Laden? To start
a peace process with bin Laden? I'm
sorry, but you Americans are so naive.
My suggestion to you, is to acknowledge that there are two sides to this
war. Israel is on the verge of distinction, and it's fighting for its existence.
Lately I have decided not to talk
about politics in school, even with my
friends who know I'm from Israel. I
wanted to make school a fun, neutral
place. I want to come to school, and
not have to think about what is going
on back home, and not to worry about
my family and friends back home. That
is why I was so angry to read this
offensive commentary. I hope that in
the future, when discussing a political
issue, or current events, you will show
both sides of the story. Even the
Chicago Tribune, which is known for
its pro-Palestinian approach, will never
write one-sided commentaries like this
one. This is outraging. Columbia is not
the place to spread this kind of propaganda.
-Orly Levine/Reader

The Columbia Chronicle photo poll
Question: Who will you be rooting for this baseball season?

Nick Capche
Freshman/Sound
"I' m rooting for the Sox
because they do not have many
big name players."

Wacharun lmanamsak
Junior/Animation
"Seattle because
plays for them."

lchiro

Lauren Czachor
Junior/Graphic Design
"The Cubs because I'm loyal
and they are my favor ite team."

Novi Cepeda
Junior/Management

Justin Ricke
Senior/Film

"TheYankees- that's where
"I'm rooting for the Cubs
I'm from."
because I'm a North Sider and
I always root for the North
Side Hustlers."
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Early Registration
for Fall 2002
To Be Helcl April 30 • May 9
To be eligible you must meet these criteria:
• Be a continuing degree-seeking undergraduate student or a
continuing graduate student (students-at-large register during
Open Registration in September).
• Have no academic restrictions
• Have paid at least 7 5% of you tuition account by April 22
•If you have applied for financial aid, your financial aid file must
be complete. Contact Financial Aid for questions.
• Must have 90 or more posted credit hours.

If you 1111eet these criteria, contact your ••lor
clepart1111ent for an appolnt1111ent.

munization Days o
Columbia Campus
613 5. Wabash, Rm. 311
The Fall immunization deadline has passed.
Students should have documentation of 1 tetanus
diphtheria, 2 measles, 1 rubella, and 1 mumps.
*ID required.
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tfti• •l!tJ!ti:Jti!Hia,)@IINWFE YOU AND AGUEST TO ASPECIAL ADVANCE SCREENING!

Stop by the Chronicle Office (Room 205, Wabash Building)
and pick up a complimentary pass to aHend a special screening of
THE SUM OF ALL FEARS at the Pipers Alley Theater on Wednesday, April 24th.
Passes are available while supplies last on a first-come, first-served basis. One pass per person.
No purchase necessary. Employees of all promotional partners and their agencies are not eligible.

IN THEATERS FRIDAY, MAY 31ST!
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The Passion
Good Friday in Pilsen

Every year on Good Friday, the neighborhood of Pilsen comes to life more than
on usual days in this South Side Chicago neighborhood. Around 8 a. m residents and
parishioners of nearby churches begin to line the sidewalks of 18th Street. The
Passion Procession, or Via Crucis (Way ofthe Cross), begins at Providence of God
Parish at 18th Street and Union Avenue.
The Way of the Cross, a recounting of the events leading up to the crucifixion of
Jesus, is celebrated by many Christian sects. This event, attended and performed
mainly by Catholics in the mostly Latino neighborhood, starts in the Providence of
God Church, where Jesus begins his journey. The entire event is very meaningful to
many people. Viewing this passionate procession can be very engaging, even if a
person does not agree with the religious beliefs portrayed.
Photography by Joe Tamborello
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Stop by th~ Cbronid~ offic~, Room Z05 Wabash Building, to pick up a
complim~ntary t'ick~i to s~~ th~ n~w Woody All~n com~dy, .. Hollywood
{nding" at th~ W~bst~r Plac~ Th~atr~ on Tu~sday, 4/30.
Rules: No purchase necessary. Tickets are first come, first seNe and available while supplies last. Limit one ticket per person.
Employees of all promotional partners and their agencies are not eligible.
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PICTURES"
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The Apex Theory
drowns out on
new album

'Plastic, but Classic'
0

David Trinidad leaves his Imprint on Columbia

By Shannon McEntee
Staff Writer
Poetry students at Columbia
have had the opportunity this
semester to take advantage of
the presence of an established
and recog nized poet and
reacher. David Trinidad has
bee n serving as visiting poet
for the Spring 2002 semester in
the English department's poetry program. During his time at
Columbia, Trinidad has been
teaching two workshops; one
intermediate
and
o ne
advanced.
Trinidad is the author of I I
books of poetry inc luding
Answer Song , Hand Over
Heart: Poems /981 -/ 988, and
Pavane. His work has
appeared in The American
Poetry Review, Harper's, The
Paris Review and New
American Writing. He has also
been included in numerous
anthologies including Up Late:
American Poetry Since 1970,
High Risk: An Amhology of
Forbidden Writings. The Best
American
Poetry
/991.
Postmodem American Poetry:
A Norton Amhology. and The
Outlaw Bible of American
Poetry.
Originally from Los Angeles,
Trinidad has lived in New
York since 1988. He said that
the oppo rtunity to teach at
Columbia could not have come
at a better time. "I had been
wanting to spend some time
out of New York. so when Paul
Hoover [an English department faculty member] called
and asked me to come here, I
sa id yes. Then Sept. II happened and I was al most
relieved to be going to
Chicago, after basically watching the events unfold from my
front door:· Trinidad said.
Trinidad's most recent work,
Plasticville (Turtle Point Press,
2000) has been reviewed as his
best work yet. "One always
tends to think that their most
recent work is the ir best,
because we want to think we
are getting better with time,"
Trinidad said. "It is definitely
my most cohesive work yetit is centered around one theme

and is the only book that I have
done where the poems were
done in chronological order. It
has its own unconscious structure. It was my most reviewed
work and the critics seemed to
understand what I was trying
to do, and that never happened
before. This felt deliberate and
certain and peo ple picked up
o n that."
The poems in Plasticville are
mostly about popular culture,
especially in the 1960s, which
is the decade in which Trinidad
grew up. He uses poetic forms
such as sonnets. villanelles and
haikus. "My goal was to use
these poetic forms as toys in a
way, to try to create poems that
were plastic-like. I decided on
the title early on, which usually
doesn' t happen, so the book
sort of shaped itself," Trinidad
said.
From tributes to Maril yn
Monroe, Elizabeth Taylor and
Barbie to pieces inspired by
board games like Mouse Trap,
and TV shows like "The Brady
Bunch"
and
"Gill igan's
Island,"
his
poems
in
Plasticville display a sense of
kitschy nostalgia. "My inspiration comes fro m my own experiences or memories. Popular
culture or autobiographically,
it is always from an experience
I had or somethi ng I feel
strongly about or am obsessed
with. For example, Barbie
from when I was a kid-that is
a personal obsession that I
had," Trinidad said.
One of his favorite pieces in
Plasticville is a poem called
"Every Night, Byron," a weekly diary written from the point
of view of Trinidad's dog
Byron. " I told him I was writing a poem in hi s voice and the
whole time I was writing he sat
there. And when I was done,
he went right under the bed [a
place Byron refers to as his den
in the poem]."
Poet Moll y Peacock said,
"Trinidad's warm intelligence
makes poetry that is deft but
true, dazzling but vulnerable,
and plastic but classic."
Trinidad teaches poetry at
Rutgers University where he

By Allison Clark
Staff Writer

Photo by Zach Carley/Chronicle
Poet David Trinidad reads his poetry at the Conaway
Center, April 18. He will give a lecture entitled ' Holding
Our Own: The Selected Poems of Ann Stanford,' in Hokin
Hall, April 23.
directs the Writers at Rutgers Conaway Center, Trinidad
series. He is also a member of gave a reading of his work.
the core fac ulty in the master's This Tuesday, April 23, at 5:30
writing program at the New p.m., he will give a lecture
School in New York. He has titled "Holding Our Own: The
a lso spent time teaching at Selected Poems of Ann
Princeton Universtiy.
Stanford" at Hokin Hall in the
In reference to his teaching, 623 S. Wabash Ave. building.
Trinidad said there are several Trinidad explained, "Ann
lessons he tries to instill in his Stanford was an undergrad
students. "! tell them to read, teacher of mine. I will be disespecially contemporary poet- cussi ng her work and the
ry, and to find a handful of effects her work and her poetry
writers who inspire you and had o n me."
Trinidad said he hopes that
seem to speak directly to you,
and then emulate what they do hi s work leaves a lasting
in your own work. I try to impression on those who come
emphasize o pen-mindedness. in contact with it. "I hope it
There are many different ways challenges them to think of
of writing poetry and I often poetry as being able to do
find with students that they something new, or make them
usually find a process and think about reality in new or
think they have to stick with different ways. My poems
reflect what I see. I hope they
it," Trinidad said.
"Poetry is a process that is think: 'Here's someone who is
constantly evolving and is a trying to be honest, open and
much more fluid process than vulnerable.' I think it is importhat," he added. "So I tell my tant to learn about each other's
students not to get stuck, but humanness. I think we always
keep evolving and keep trying think we are all such different
new things. And have fun! Of people, but we are more alike
course you have to write those then we know. And that is
serious poems, but write the what I hope to identify with
my poetry- that common
fu n poems as well."
Last Thursday in Columbia's humanity."

Photo exhibit displays beauty in everyday scenery and objects
By Ryan McGady
Staff Writer
"Unnatural Landscapes," the current exhibit at the blossoming
Flatfile Photography Gallery, seizes the audience's attention and
refuses to loosen its grip. The body of work--<>ffered up by
Jennifer Steensma Hoag, Roy Staab, Ryan Zogh lin, Sharyl Noday,
Alec Jeser, and Ann Ginsburg Hofkin-is an eclectic set of photos that demonstrate the essence of landscape photography, diversity.
In her series "Terra Incognita," Steensma Hoag studies the remnants of capitalistic failure. She sought out abandoned constructiOn projects and then allowed the camera to describe their demise.
She has captured these monuments to failure with her camera in
~ uch a way that the viewer can't help but feel a close connection
wuh the brutal, American topic of simple incompletion.
Roy Staab is known worldwide both for his unusual brand of
landscape manipulatio n and his inordi nate amount of patience
when it come' to creating hi' ma,terpiece' of nature. ror this
exh1b11. Staab photographed his hand<:rafted ethereal reed rings in
an effort to 'ign ify the need for people to gain intimacy with their
natural ' urrounding,.
I ;.cal talent Ryan Zoghl in in vites audience members to embrace
the power of their individual imaginations with his own brand of
mv"ible industriali7.allon. IIi' photographs are unusual, jagged
dcp1c1Jon' of factone' blanketed in the Millncss and mystery of
mghl.
( ' rop c ~rcle' generall y don't ~cern any more intercMing than they
do hclicvable, but Sharyl Noday ha' managed to produce amazing
photograph' from a pcr~pcc t1 vc of personal speculation. Her
1mage., reflect her ob~e,~ ion with the ex tra-terrestrial that, quite
frankly, M:Cm' to detract from her ability 10 create brill iant works
o f t1rt

f-rench photographer A Icc JeJ.Cr ha' composed a collect ion of
landM:apc photograph ~ that arc sliced by large slabs of gl u.~s.
Much like the etfiu1s of the glass-blowing art ist Dale Chihuly,

Photo coortesy of the FLATFILE Pholog1aphy Gallel'f

These two of Jennifer Steensma Hoag's Cibachrome images are
part of ' Unnatural Landscapes,' which runs through April 27 at
the Flatfile Photography Gallery, 118 N. Peoria St.
Jcser has auemptcd 10 usc the glass as both a complimenting and
an invading force upon the vastness of his French landscapes. The
glass slabs arc extraordinarily lumino us and dominate the compositions- but in a posit ive way.
Ann Ginsburg l·lofkin displays her collection of eerie landscapes
thut stri ve to create depth wi thin the nuturnl world. She depicts
wide skies and never-ending pathways and her work reflect a
theme of existential condemnation. Among the photos exists 11
feeling of incorrectness that spills from the black-n nd-white representation of such lively subjects.
These artists will only be displaying their work 111 Flatlilc unti l
April 27. After that, you wi ll need to trnck them down elsewhere
if you want to sec their awe-inspiring depletions of the hidden
beuuty of world in which we ull live.

When a rock band such as Link.in Park
blindsides the music industry by ringing in one of the top-selling albums of
200 I, Hybrid T heory, it leaves record
labels desperate ly seeking groups
resembling the band. DreamWorks is
no exception. The Apex Theory, a fourmember band from Los Angeles,
signed with the label and on April 2
released Topsy-1\Jrvy. T he album's 12
tracks sound all too similar to what's
being played on radio stations and
MTV.
The Apex Theory officially formed in
1999, tho ugh most members have
known each other since high school. In
October, the band released a se lf-titled,
five-song EP. The release was an effort
to slowly introduce listeners to the
band's style to develop a true fan base,
vocalist Andy Khachaturian said in a
group biography on the band 's Web
site. Before signing with Dream Works,
the band recorded live gigs and burned
copies of their COs to be sold to fans.
Artists on DreamWorks' label include
Nelly Furtado, Jimmy Eat World and
Long Beach Dub All Stars.
The band wrote in their group biography that they are heavily influenced by
Mediterranean music, which is integrated into the album. Khachaturian,
guitarist Art Karamian, and bassist
David Hakopyan are of Armenian
descent. All three were born in the Los
Angeles area while drummer Sammy J.
Watson grew up in Washington.
The band joined this spring's MTV2
Presents Tour, a three-month, 40 U.S.
city road trip .
Lostprophets and
Andrew W.K. share the bill. The tour
stopped in Chicago, April 2. On other
tours the band shared stages with Alien
Ant Farm, Static-X, and Link.in Park.
Don Gilmore, who produced Topsy1\Jrvy, has worked with Linkin Park,
Sugar Ray, Lit, Eve 6 and Pearl Jam.
Being on tour with Linkin Park and
working with Gilmore might be a reason why the album sounds similar to
everything else o n the radio. Not to
mention the album was mixed by Rich
Costey, who has worked with Rage
Against the M achine, System of a
Down and Dave Navarro. The collaboration of G ilmore, Costey, and the band
might be DreamWorks recipe for a
chart-topping album. T he label forgot
one key ingredient, however, originality.
The album has a couple hooks. The
first single's "S hhh ... (hope diggy)"
chorus rolls of the tongue and is layered
with billowy drums. " Apossibly" has
some tricky guitar riffs, but the lyrics
aren't quite as catchy. In "MucusShifters" Khachaturian sings, "multivitami ns tea bags vitamin see in me,
anx io us pee-ons rule-by-law, laced with
E, laze-ery, hold o n my foot in your
mouth, taste the asphalt."
Khachaturian 's voice, sultry and
harsh, sounds too muc h like Brandon
Boyd of the MTV-friendly band
Incubus. He sings about the band's heritage on " Drown Ink": " My people
have come to this country with hopes
and dreams of escaping lifestyles, of
consta nt adversity," he sings. "It is
imperative for us not to forget where
each one of [us] is rooted."
The band insists every member partakes in the songwriting process. "We
always create together, but it's completely different eac h time," Kurnmian
said in the group biography. "That's
what keeps the collaboration fresh. The
spontanei ty o f that is beautiful."
Though their songwriting process
doesn' t seem strenous, the band has put
u lot of miles on the road. In addition
to MTV2 Presents. the band participated in the 2001 Vuns Warped Tour.
T hey will also join a slew of hurd rock
bands 111 Ozzfest this summer.
On the next album. if the band tailors
their energy to songwriting and uwuy
from traveling, their efforts might be
better received. That is. if there is a
next album.
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Co[Jtmbia alumni publisht;!$ imaginative poetry Columbia bands

deserve recoqnit ion

By stepbanle A. Taylor
Staff Writer
1llere was no crowd arOWld

Marcel Townsel as he sat on
a woodm bench io the 623 S.
Wabash Ave. building.
Unlike Stephen King or John
Grisham, he is not well
known in the world ofwords,
but he's still making a mark.
As a child, Townsel, a
Columbia alumnus, was surrounded by the arts, specifically books and music. His
father, Johnny Townsel has
been singing with The
Inspirational Souls for more
than 30 y~ and Shirley
Jean Smith, Townsel's mother, is a writer and orator. In
Townsel's early years, he
read a wide variety of classical works, trom Shakespeare
and Sophocles to the Bible
and Webster's Dictionary.
At the age of It , Townsel
began writing poetry. When
asked why be wrote poems,
Townsel responded, "It was a
defense mechanism. Every
pre-teen has !heir way ofgetling attention."
.But Townsel's life does not
just revolve around words.
Townsel grew up on
Chicago's West Side and
went to Prosser High School
on the Northwest Side.
Townsel was a bit flabbergasted wbeo asked what kind
of student he was.
"Me?" he asked. "I believe
l was a pretty good student"
After high school, Townsel
enlisted in the Anny and was
stationed in Berlin for three
and a half years. During his
military service, Townsel
wrote about love and pain.
He said his longest piece of
"]itipg ~11 29-page,JlllC!"· .
Beneath the Silhoue/led

Photo by Joe S. Tamborellc/Chronlcle

Marcel Townsel graduated from Columbia in 1994.
BenHth the Silhouetted Rainbow is his first book of

poetry.

Rainbow, his first book, talks

about everyday life in mom!
tones. II is a short book, just
63 pages, but is full of poems
and stories that wiU make
readers' mental wheels turn.
One short story, "Strecttales
of Lust," is divided into two
parts. The story stands out
not only because it is entertaining to read, but also
because it is truly eye opening. The author gives five
scenarios in all, the first
about a pimp named Sweet
Daddy Fred. Sweet Daddy
says as long as there are
weak-minded people in the
world, there wiU be a product
for him to seU. "lf some !owlife gets capped in the
process," the character comments, "HeU, who cares?''
The second scenario takes
place in a beauty shop, and is
about a woman with many
lovers. The th.ird example of
lust concentrates on the lust
for materialistic things.
Townsel uses pre-teens to

illustrate this point. In the
fourth scenario, Townsel
deals with the issue of infidelity, and scenario five summarizes all of the characters'
futures.
One standout poem,
"Brown Sugar Don't Melt,"
gives pmise to tbe black
woman. The poem is an
especiaUy uplitting one, saying "Whenever I needed
prayer, in humility she
always knelt/ If there's anyone, whom I can count on,
it's the black woman/ coz
Brown Sugar just don't
melt."
Sterling D. Plwnpp, a professor of Amean-American
Studies and English at the
University of lllinois at
Chicago, said, "Beneath the
Silhouetled Rainbow is an
opening, a space, for a sensibility to begin to narrate and
evoke its tale of affirmation
and beauty. It is necessary."
Zelda Robinson, author of
The Passion Pri11ciples said
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th.is about the book: "Poetiy
is such a personal th.ing. 1
respect Marcel for being
courageous enough to
expose his inner thoughts to
the world. Through sharing
his experiences in the 'hood'
and his world, he makes a
distinct difference in his documentary of life. We see a
part of his world on paper as
Gordon Parks Jr. portrayed it
with photography."
Townsel has not only a love
of writing and reading, but
also of music. When asked
about the type of music he
liked, he began playing with
his cell phone and went into
deep thought. He finally
replied, "Gospel,jazz, classical. A little bit of everything."
Surrounded by the arts and
literature, Townsel has many
accomplishments under his
belt He earned a secondplace trophy in the J.A.
Johannes Original Poetry
Competition, and also won
four Academic Excellence
Awards from Columbia in
Theory and Practice of
Poetry. Townsel has had four
journalism internships, and
worked as a television production assistant.
In 1993, he was featured in
an anicle in Upscale
Magazine. In 1995 his pastor
appointed him to head a
weekly news column called
"The Saving Grace Report''
and he has just been appointed to be the editor of his
church's quarterly newsletter, "State ofThe Nation."
Marcel Townsel is offering
a special $10 rate for an
autographed
copy
of

Beneath the Silhouetted
Rainbow. For for information,
email
him
at
marceltawnsel@nelscape.net.

By Cassie Welcher
A&E Editor
At Colwnbia, we sec there are
talented and ambitious musicians and artists who never
receive the right exposure.
Somewhere in Between and
Strangers in Dreams arc the
bands deserving of attention.
Somewhere in Between's guitarist Brian Simpson met fellow
guitarist Miki Mihalovich in the
Music department at Columbia
where they began to collaborate
on material. A year later,
Simpson mel keyboardist TJ.
Kanczuzewski, also at the Music
department. Kanczuzewski listened to the music the two had
been collaborating on and he
liked it They then recruited
drummer Tony Tabor, who had
previously
played
with
Kanczuzcwski in a fonncr band.
After feeling musical chemistry,
they knew that they had to play
together. The only thing they
needed was a bassist. Tabor recommended his brother, Joey
Tabor, and the band was fonned.
Somewhere in Between is currently finishing up their flfSt fulllength albwn, and hoping to
release it sometime in late May
or early June. The albwn, tentatively titled Gone Again,
includes twelve original songs,
half of which were written during the band's brief stay in the
Bay Area.
In Chicago, the band is getting
back on their feet, writing new
material in addition to their
album, building a new Web site,
and welcoming their new manager, Krista Pulcini to the group.
In the wake of recording, the
band has nwnber ofgigs coming
up, including some ofChicago's
street festivals. The CD release
party will be held at Lakeview
Links sometime in June.

Strangers
in
Dreams
guitarist/vocalist Aaron Williams, originally a solo artist, felt
the need for more people and
more ideas to express his music
thoroughly. He found Meredith
Lyon, front-woman, after hearing her singing to herself and
asked her to front a new band
that he was trying to put together. She accepted and mentioned
a percussion player that she
knew might be interested. Tom
Bligh, percussionist, was the
next member ofthe band busting
out his smooth yet complicated
beats
on
the
congas.
Keyboardist Zach LaMotte was
added to the band after being
introduced to Williams by mutual friends in the Columbia
dorms. After auditioning over
I0 drummers, Marshall Guerra
was picked boeausc ofhis amazing, jazz influenced beats.
Marshall met Kyle Johnson,
bassist, in his jazz combos at
Columbia and found that he was
looking to join a band. After
subbing for an impromptu gig at
the Uptowner on the Eastern
Illinois campus, Johnson felt that
this was a group that he could
stay with. With all the members
assembled, Strangers in Dreams
wasbom.
Now after only a year the band
has been playing all over the
Chicago-land area building a
reputation for themselves. With
some gigs up and coming, a new
CD due out in July and a swnmcr month long tour in planning, Strangers in Dreams is a
band in the fast lane.
Somewhere in Between and
Strangers in Dreams will play a
joint show at the Tippling House
April 26 at 8 p.m. Be sure to
check them out on their Web
sites for further news at
www.somewhereinbetween.org
and
www.strangersindrcams.com.
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Tenacious D rocks Aragon
By Cassie Welcher
A&EEditor
You never know what to
expect from a band whose
song
titles
include,
" Keilbasa" and " f ... Her
Gently."
The sold-out
Tenacious D show at the
Aragon Ballroom on April
12, was no different- upon
entering, the only thing that
could be seen was a huge
mural of the devil-like character from their CD cover.
Before 8:30 p.m., the
crowd became anxious and
started chanting "D." The
band was supposed to go on
stage at 9 p.m. Chants filled
the ballroom, and Jack
Black and Kyle Gass took
the stage as the chanting
grew louder.
Without even say ing a
word, Tenacious D launched
into a nearly three-hour set
that didn't end unti l after II.
For those who are not
fa miliar with the group,
Jack Black and Kyle Gass
staned playing together in
Gass' studio apanment on
Cochran Avenue in Los
Angeles, in the early 1990s.
No one could have ever
dreamed
where
their
acoustic metal sty le would
take them. Tenacious D
played the ir first gig at A l's
Bar in downtown Los
Angeles in 1994.
Thanks to their comedy/
rock mix, Tenacious D
eventually became a huge
hit.
"The D" tell their jokes to
the audience via both their
songs and their on-stage
antics. It wouldn ' t be a
Tenacious D concen without vulgar jokes-but hidden behind the toilet humor
are two talented musicians.
People hear the mus ic and
crack up at the lyrics, some
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Annosphere,Aesop
Rock rap unorthodox
By Michael Hirtzer
A&E Editor

Photo by Michael SchmidVChronicle
Act~r/mus ician Jack Black perfoming with his group, Tenacious D,

Apnl 12 at the Aragon Ballroom.
not understanding that Black
and Gass are truly gifted musicians.
But, of course, here come the
jokes again. In an intro skit to
" Kyle Quit the Band," Gass
decides to quit and in another,
he dies and then comes back to
life, fly ing around the stage
like an angel. Adding to the
merriment were movies that
displayed on the once-blank
screen.
Apparent ly, Gass and Black
like to make movies- weird
ones. About an hour into the
show, they decided to take a
break, and the audience got to
see what the big screen was
for. It opens with Black and
Gass standing in the middle of
the desen with diaper-like
cloths around their bottoms.
We then realize that they are
waiting for the LSD that they
took to take effect because
Black staned to see things.
For about fi ve minutes, we
view Black's trip through a
fantasy world while Gass
stands and watches. Gass soon
discovers that they didn 't really do LSD, but EPT (the preg-

nancy test), and that Gass ' test
is positive. So Gass, with the
help of Black, g ives binh to an
alien-like baby, that they name
"Baby Butt Boy."
The audience loved it. After
the film, Black and Gass reentered carrying their newborn
baby. Eventually deciding the
road was no place for a baby,
they found him a proper mother in one lucky audience member.
Tenacious D gave a great
performance and the c rowd
loved it. The audience was not
only impressed with Tenac ious
D, but Black and Gass were
also impressed by the fans .
They said that the Chicago
crowd was the largest they
have ever played for and that
this is where the real fans are.
Black also said, " We should
think about buying some land
here." That way, their fans
could hang out with them.
Although standing for three
hours was not ideal, the concen was wonh it. Check them
out any possible way and be
sure to visit their Web site at
www.tenaciousd.com.

As the J-Bird Birthday Bash came
to a close Saturday, Apri l 13, hordes
of young. backpacking hip-hoppers
crowded outside of the Metro along
Clark Avenue, to the dismay of
Metro staff and Chicago Police.
They blocked the sidewalk, forming
scores of small, tight circles, where
one would provide the beat, using a
technique called beat boxing (using
sounds from your throat and mouth
to mimic the syncopated snare drum
tap and bass drop common in hiphop), while the others rhymed.
One man stated that he was the
only black man at the concert, while
another rhymed in a twisted,
clenched-up fashion as if the words
inside of him had to come out or
something bad would happen. He
said something along the lines of
" We're no 'Small Wonders'robotic Vicki's- we've got faith
like George Michael."
They represent a new breed ofindie
hip-hop kids- kids who were only
I 0 years old when socially conscious MCs like Q-Tip and Phife of
A Tribe Called Quest swept the airwaves. To them, hip-hop was
always a way to express yourself;
it's not so much about whether
you're black or white or whether
you grew up in an urban ghetto or
an upper-middle class suburb,
instead it's about using language
and culture to tell your story in a
clever manner.
Aesop Rock and Atmosphere who
headlined the event, are two shining
examples of this new wave in hiphop. They eschew mainstream
materialistic rhymes for twisted, yet
extremely complex wordplay about
blue-collar life. Rock comes off
like the smart kid in high school
who traded his trigonometry book
for "Cat On a Hot Tin Roof," his
penny loafers for a pair of DC
Shoes.
He rhymes in an innovative, yet
awkward manner about his strife as
an educated man traveling through
life "on a bus, with his Walkman
and a pocket full of nickels." On
the track "Daylight," off his latest
LP Labor Days, Rock rhymed "Put
one up, shackle me, not clean logic
procreation I I did not invent the
wheel I was the crooked spoke adjacent I While the triple sixers lassos
keep angels roped in the basement."
While that panicular verse rhymes
nicely, many of the verses don 't,
which added emphasis, as the

Photo by Dwayne M. Thomas/Chronicle

Aesop Rock, performing April 13
at the Metro, represents a new
breed of socially conscious hiphop MCs.
crowd expected the drop and were
left hanging.
Rock swooned the audience while
his OJ, Harry Potter (Cincinnati's
Mr. Dibbs), casua lly juggled
between tunes, laying out spooky
jazz beats a Ia Portishead, while
Rock rhymed about sci-fi dimensions, including "Alchemy," in
which Soul Position's Blueprint
guested.
Atmosphere came up next, with
MC Slug as the working-class front
man who rapped romantically about
lunch counter fantasies, and parodied Trick Daddy (he rapped,
"Cause I' m a Slug"). The backing
band Heiruspecs kept it funky; their
songs ranged from Wiseguys-esque
bigbeats to several songs reminiscent of the Roots' "You Got Me," in
wh ich the Heiruspecs' drummer
fl exed his muscles and drumming
prowess, keeping a hard hip-hop
beat going for over an hour.
The crowd was so enthused they
staned a mosh pit, which got pretty
rough, especially for a hands-in-theair hip-hop show. But even with all
the feistiness, the crowd had a
friendly demeanor and hung o n
every verse.
These artists are a beacon of light
for hip-hop, as many of its majorlabel anists only relate to the
Escalade-driving, jewelry-shopping
executives. The crowd could actually relate to the artists on stage, and
as Blueprint stated earlier, the
"beats, rhymes and styles [are)
unlimited."

Collegestudentwork.com/chi
$14.00 base-appt.

You are invited to a Special Screening of
Date: Thursday, April 25, 2002
Time: 7:30 p.m.
Location: Theatre 302

National company has local
PT/FT summer openings to fill
ASAP! No telemarketing.
Scholarship opportunities.
Conditions exist. Must be 18.
Customer service/sales. We
train. Apply now start
before/after finals.
Call M-F (773) 866-1608
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STOP BY TH£ CHRONICLE OffiCI (ROOM 205, WABASH BUILDING)
AND PICK UP ACOMPLIMENTARY PASS TO ATTEND ASPECIAl ADVANCE SCRHHIHG Of

ON THURSDAY, APRIL 25TH AT THE LOEWS CINEPLEX PIPERS ALLEY THEATER.
PASSEl ARE AVAILABLE WHILE SUPPLIESUST OH AIIRSH.OME, fiRST<SERVED WIS. OHEPAll PER PERIOH.
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By Becky Crowe
Staff Writer
Local fast food restaurants don' t always get the
credit and recognition that they deserve, such as
Gene's and Jude's on the Northwest Side of Chicago.
Instead of fancy artwork and a formal dining area,
you get fast, friendly service and really great food.
When you first walk into the restaurant, you' ll
almost always see a line that is nearly out the door.
More ofien than not, the workers treat customers in a
friendly manner. The local restaurant is warm and
inviting.

Don't be too surprised when you don't see any
tables or chairs. If you choose to eat at Gene's and
Jude 's you' II have to stand at the counter, though you
can take your order home.
As the line moves ahead, you can watch the potatoes being freshly cut. Because the potatoes are cut
right then and there, the fries come out tasting the
absolute best.
When you fmally make your way to where you
place your order, don't be too shocked when you fmd
the menu rather limited. Gene 's and Jude's only otTer
hot dogs, double dogs, fries, tamales and drinks.
The hot dogs are made from pure Vienna Beefthe best kind of hot dog there is. Because there is
such a high demand for the hot dogs, they don't sit in
the water for too long. That means the hot dogs are
crisp-the way Vienna Beef hot dogs are supposed to
be.
Toppings include relish, onions, mustard and sport
peppers. Don 't ask for ketchup, even for the fries,
because there is none. If you do ask for ketchup,
expect to get many weird looks from other customers,
and laughs from the workers.
For only $1.50, you get a hot dog and fries, which
is a lot cheaper than going to a fast food chain.
Another asset is Gene's and Jude's fast service.
The line moves along quickly and it seems that you
have your food even faster. By the time you make
your way to the cashier, you have your food in hand
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An exterior view of Gene's and Jude's.
and are ready to go.
The doors on the way out have numerous stickers
noting that Gene's and Jude's was a Silver Platterwinner for many years. Although the restaurant is
local , many people travel just to sample the food.
Next time you' re in the mood for cheap greasy
food, go to Gene's and Jude's, at 2720 River Road in
River Grove. They're open Sunday through
Thursday from I0:30 a.m. to I a.m., and Friday and
Saturday from I 0:30 a.m. to 2 a.m . For more information call (708) 4 52-7634.

A match made in seven minutes
Traditional dinner-and-a-movie ftrst dates may be on their way out thanks to the popularity of Rabbi Yaacov Deyo's speed dating system.
From behind a wooden podium at Borders Books and Music, 830 N. Michigan Ave.,
D'yo, 39, spoke about and signed "Speed Dating," the book he co-authored with his
wife, Sue.
The audience, composed mostly of single women with a handful of single men, sat in
black chairs while others lingered behind the rows to lis ten to Deyo's sofi voice explain
his dating theory, which in based on his interpretation of parts of the Torah and the Bible.
Deyo created speed dating in 2000 in response to the number of Jewish people in Los
Angeles w ho were marrying outside the faith and to thwart others from doing so. Deyo
organizes evehts in which an equal number of singles meet at a coffeehouse or similar

venue to go on several seven or eight-minute dates. When the date is over, participants
check a "yes" or "no" box on a form to indicate they would like to see the others again.
Then, the man will move to another table or s tation to meet his next date. The process
repeats itself until each man has dated each woman. The events are held for overlapping age groups. "We have events for ages 23 to 30 and 28 to 36," Deyo said.
The speed dates have rules: Exchanging phone numbers and talk of occupations or
salaries are not allowed. If a mutual match is made, which happens more than 50 percent of the time according to Deyo, the event's organizers will contact the couple and
pass along phone numbers.
" Even if you don't get a match people are sitting down and talking, meeting and making friends," Deyo said.
Speed dating has been successful in Los Angeles-resulting in at least 37 marriages
and many engagements, Deyo said - and the success has spread to cities like Chicago.

See Speed Dating, page 28
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CLICK OR CALL
TRITON COLLEGE

II

sEE THIs sH0w~

" - E! Enterlainment News

Registering to eom a few extra credits thissummer at Triton
isas easy as cficking on our Web site or dialing your telephone.
DOn't wait! Thisfree call offer is for a limited Hme only-April22 to May 4.

•r

Triton college

2000 Fifth Ave. • River Grove, IL 60171
(708) 456-0300

Web srte· www.tnton.cc il.us • E-marl: trilon@tnton cc.it us

Trnon Conege is an Equal Opportoolty/Atlirmalrve Action rnstnution.

• Free pregna ncy tests

necessary
• Someone to talk
to 24 hours a day
• Confidential services
• Physician referrals

CALL TODAY!
Loop Center
104S. Michigan
1-888-AM I PREG
Also loc ated in:
Belmont
Humboldt Park
Oak Park
South Shore
Woodfield

Pregnancy Centers

1-888-AM
I PREG
vwtW.careonecenters.com

GROUP
Starting May 5th, new Sunday performance schedule!
SHOW SCHEDULE
Wed+Thu8pm
Fri 7+10pm
Sat 4, 7+10pm
Sun 3+6pm

CONTACT INFORMATION
Box Office 773.348.4000
312. 902.1500
Group Sales 773.348.3300

-==

Tickols also available at

~

BRIAR STREET THEATRE
3133 North Halsted Chicago

1.800.BLUEMAN

www.blueman.com

BLUE MAN GROUP' S DEBUT ALBUM, AUDIO, AVAILABLE EVERYWHERE.
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Speed Dating
ConUnued from Page 27
"Another success is that it's so popular. There are a lot of people doing this. They aren't
doing something else."
An example of the "something else" to which Deyo referred is the tJadition of people
meeting where many college students meet- in bars or clubs.
Deyo acknowledged there is little difference between the seven minutes of speed dating and seven minutes spent meeting someone in a club. "There is a difference though
in your motivation," Deyo said. "Why are you dating? Are you dating to hook up? Are
you dating to fl.nd someone for a few weeks? Are you dating to finish a semester? Are
you dating because you're lonely?"
Value can be found in short-term relationships, Deyo said, "but I find •· · ·- counseling
people and talking to people, when you start getting involved in dates or t.....t type, into
relationships after a short time, it breaks up. It's like smoking cigarettes-biologically
speaking, you wouldn't do that because it's bad for you." These types cfrelationships
can be harmful, according to Deyo. He said, "You have four serious unsuccessful relationships you can have before your heart is so scarred that the next guy has to work so
hard to gain your trust."
Deyo said he would like to help people work through relationships because relationships are where the health of both a community and a family begins, and because the
relationships in the world are failing. Deyo said he would like to improve dating and
marriages.
People are not asking themselves the right questions when dating, Deyo said. "They

ask themselves, ' Is this the right person for me? Will this person give to me? Are they
fit for me? Is this the person I need?"' He suggested, "When sitting opposite the person
about whom you are asking these questions, ask yourself, 'Can I give to this person for
the rest of my life? Do I see in this woman [or man) such a vista of potential that I want
to spend the rest of my life making her [or him) great?"'
Athough Deyo and the Jewish Community Center have patented the name and concept
of "speed dating," it has spread beyond the Jewish community. "People copy it all over
the place," Deyo said. "We own the name speed dating. I don't have a lot of money so
I don't sue them. But if they use the concept and they use it to their benefit, then [that's)
great."
When offered $750,000 for rights to the name "speed dating" by what Deyo referred to
as "people in the TV industry in Beverly Hills," he turned them down.
"You'd have people doing all kinds of weird things, and people being made fun of, and
I didn't want the name speed dating being associated with that," Deyo said.
In response to the spoofs of speed dating that have been featured on TV shows like
"Frasier" and "Sex and the City," Deyo said, "The [speed dating) events are so cute and
they work. I think all those people have never seen the events. If you just hear about it
you'd think you'd make fun of it, but when you see it, it's nice. I feel bad about the
spoofing."
For more information about or where speed dating events are held, visit www.speeddating.com.

Ooh ooh ooh ... it'a 'The Sweeteat Thing'

Finding a true love, the one person with whom
you are really meant to be, is a goal for many
people. The journey involved in finding that one
person isn' t always an easy task, as the new
movie "The Sweetest Thing" shows.
The roles are reversed in this journey. Instead
of the guy chasing after the girl, this movie shows
the girl chasing after the guy. In the past, movies
have tended to stick with the stereotypical idea of
the man as the aggressor. "The Sweetest Thing"
realistically represents how many women really
are today. Instead oflooking for the right guy, the
women are just looking for the guy who is there
at that moment.
Christina Walters (Cameron Diaz) is the biggest
heartbreaker of them all. She lived her life never
caring what the guy might think, but instead acted
only on her desires. This changes when she
meets Peter Donahue (Thomas Jane).
On a night when Christina planned to stay
home, her friend Jane Burns (Selma Blair) needed to be comforted because her boyfriend just
dumped her. Christina decides to cheer her up by
taking her out for a night of dancing.
Peter, unlike the other men in Christina's life,
doesn't inrmediately fall for her charm and beauty, but he is mildly attracted to her. Christina

does not take the opportunity to get to know him,
and ends up regretting it. Of course, she will not
admit that because she is stubborn.
Christina's best friend Courtney Rockliffe
(Christina Applegate) understands how her friend
feels and decides they should take a road trip to
fmd Peter. A!ong the way, the two friends
encounter some problems.
These problems lead to some of the funniest
parts of the movie. Though far-fetched, the problems they encounter give the movie much of its
entertainment value. Most of the jokes are sexual and lead up to some hysterical moments.
Diaz and Applegate's rapport makes the relationship between the two friends seem believable.
Their acting seems less rehearsed and more natural. Unfortunately, their on-screen chemistry is
not enough to make the movie more iptriguing.
Eventually, Christina decides that she is done
playing games and wants a real relationship. Of
course, she runs into problems because now the
guys are back in their natural roles as the aggressors.
"The Sweetest Thing" mirrors too many of its
romantic comedy predecessors. The only difference in this film is the role reversal. The story line
has been done too many times, and "The
Sweetest Thing" has only slight differences.
"The Sweetest Thing" is not a life-altering
movie, but it will 3ive the audience a few good
laughs. Overall, the movie is funny from beginning to end, which makes it a worthwhile diversion, but not a must see.
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GLASS CURTAIN GALLERY, first floor
1104 South Wabash Avenue
Chicago, II 60605

SCU LPTURE IN CHICAGO NOW PART II
CURATED BY ADAM BROOKS &COREY POSTIGLIONE

April15 through May 12, 2002
GLASS CURTAIN GALLERY, 1104 SOUTH WABASH AVENUE, 1ST FlOOR, CHICAGO, I
PUBLICRECEPTION, FRIDAY. APRIL 19. 5 • 8 P.M.
GALLERY HOURS
Monday through Fnday
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DO YOU HAVE ASTHMA.
There is a non-steriod drug being studied
in asthma right now.
You may be eligible to take part

in this

research stydy

if yoy·

-.!'Are 18-70 years old
-.!'Are a non-smoker
-.!'Have had asthma for at least 6 months
-.!'Have chronic asthma requiring inhaled steriods
RECEIVE AT NO COST:
STUDY DRUG OFFICE VISITS LAB TESTS ASTHMA MONITORSUP
;ro $1680.00 COMPENSATION
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108-366-9300

Edward E. Lisberg, MD

River Forest, Illinois
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Make an appointment with your
advisor today!

A young marketing Management Team is currently
seeking det ermine d, self-starters who are looking
for Career Advanceme nt Opportunit ies. If your
major is business or marketing, please call
recruiters: Cheryl (312) 925-4591; Jean (773)

771 -2993; Leslie (773) 489-4647; or Vanea
(773) 261 -3402, for seminar information.
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Interested in Entrepreneurial business
opportunity that you can build while
you are going to school and fund your
future. Call Toll Free 1-888-450-2842

Crossword
ACROSS
1 Piercing pain

AIRTECII Mexico, Carribean $250
Round Trip & Tax Other Worldwide
destinations cheap. Book Tickets
online! www.airtech.com or call
212-219-7000

5 Filled with
reverence

9 Validation
14 Shakespearean
troublemaker

15 Computer 1npu1
16 Happen aga1n
17 Garage pump
19 Grandiloquize?
20 Bi11ersweel
longing
21 Male servant
22
Aviv-JaHa
23 india n guitars
24 Tiny
28 Reason
31 Wedding party

AURORA-Historic Downtown Building
-Looking For artistic tenants -photographers, airtech, designer. 1600 sq.ft. live
in loft studio with full kitchen, bath,
high ceilings, fireplace, hardwood
floors, and bay w indow. $1250. Also,
1500 to 7000 sq. ft. Office, Storage and
Manufacturing space built to suit. 630975-2328 or 630-858-5519
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55 Diva's number
56 Word with rock
or rain

57 Speed contest
58 Fast-food
magnate Ray
59 Went to the
bollom

Fraternities. Soro rities, Clubs, Student
Groups Earn S I ,000-$2,000 with the
easy Campusfundraiser three hour
fundrais ing event. Does not involve
credit card applications. Fundraising
dates are fil ling quickly, so call today'
Contact Campusfundraiser.com at (888)
923-3238, or visit

www.campusfundraiser.corn
29 people needed. Lose weight, earn$$,
before summer' 888-242-7021
www.urhlthyli fe.com
www.elijahmuhammadbooks.com FREE
CATALOG' The source of :v1alcolm X,
Farrakhan, and :v1uhammad Al i. FREE
Message To The Blackman Quarterly
Magazine with request. (770) 907-2212

Tired of the dorm life! 2 bedroom apartment with parking garage. I 0 minute
d rive to loop. Easy access publ ic transportation within I block. $850.00/month
plus utilities . 35th I Emerald.
(3 12) 656-5 9 14

Egg Donors
Needed
• Give the gift of life to an
infertile couple ...
• Our program is completely anonymous
• 24 hour I 7 Day Support

$5,000 Compensation
For information call .. .

847/656-8733
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For me, the most
~ps challenging thing about
(PJ
college is paying for it.
That's where UPS lends a hand, wolll """"'Y "" my education, plus good pay and other
bene~ts. including o schedule thot hrs my cloues.

PACKAGE HANDLERS

(/)

Steady, Par>Time Jobs • $8.50-$9.50/havr • Weekends & Holidays Off

'0

Paid Vocations • Consistent Work Schedule • Great Benefits

0
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DOWNTOWN CHICAGO

~-

(/)

0

{1400 S. Jefferson St. • loop)

\ II <5

L&

Ph: 312-997-3749

ADDISON
!Army Trail & lombard Rds.)

learn

Ph: 630.628-3737

Stutl.,.tFitt•ttcul
Aullt.IIGI'«Up

HODGKINS
IJ.55 & ~294 • South Sub.Jrhs)
Ph: 1-888-4lJPS.JOB
Access Code: 4-417

n

NORTHBROOK

g

Ph: 847-48o-6788

ISM<""" & Willow Rds.)

PAlATINE
!Hicks & Rand Rds.)
Ph: 8-47-705-6025

ID
::s

rt
Ill
11

Pleose coil our facilities direct or coli our 24 hour job line ot:

1-888-4U'S-JOB

.
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•

Access Code: 4417
{lo troducci6n en esponol ohoro es disponible.J
• Program g1.ndei•M• opply

Public bus tron1portotion a ovo•loble
Equol Opportunity Em~r

Spec\al~ At The

#' -Qriltltal Chickltl SllacJ (Mi)(ed gree.aS witb pea podS, water cbfS'bkatS,
carrots, Matldaritl ora..ges, botley sesaMe dress;..g, tiOOdleS f aiMotldSl $4.00
#2 - sauteed Vegetables (Spi.aacb, artichokes, otaio.as, MuShrOOMS,
pepperS sen~ed bot with bavarti cheeSe ota fre*-h bread) $4.00
#3

- Turkey, bacotl. cbeclclar, I\IOCido Pltaitli $3.75

Open: Monday - Thursday 8:00AM - 6:30 PM
Friday 8:00AM - 3:00 PM
Also visit the

&laSS Curtaitl C~e ,1104 S. Wabash , and the 14okit1 Cafe ,623 S. Wabash.

Boardin' with Bill

Skateboarding and ice cream
looked at a bunch of towns thinking,
" Where can we do another shop that's
going to be similar to the vibe that's in
downtown Naperville?" We could do a
Contributing Writer
downtown area to get the same kind of
shop, we didn 't want to open up a shop
RQ Boardshop in Naperville, Ill. has in a mall or do a strip-mall, or somebeen one of the most progressive shops thing like that. Downtown we could get
in the Chicagoland area for the past six a cool-looking storefront you know or
years. Constantly involved with demos, another cool Utile suburb out there with
contests, and promoting the general wei- ··a little cool downtown, and Geneva is
fare o! the scene, RQ has a long and that. Plus, they're very progressive. We
extens1ve track record..
.
were just talking to the guy that we
Thanks to the boommg·populanty of: < leasedfromand,stuffthatthe city would
s~ateboatding worldwide, RQ is beg'J!!1i be into doing. We told them that we
g ing to reap \Vhat they have sewn and a have events sometimes were we have
new shop will be opening in Geneva, Ill. like 400 kids show up for an autograph
within a few months. Todd Quarles, one signing, they're like, " Oh that's excelof three owners along w1th Shaq Waz1r lent " With it here their like "Oh 400
and B rian_ Quarles, spoke about RQ's tee~age kids, huh," just not psyched at
ne~ sh!'P m Geneva at 319 W. State St., all . These guys are like, "Oh maybe
wh1eh IS set to open m early July.
you can set up ramps in the parking Jot
and all that stuff."

By William Gorski

So the new shop is going to be iD the
old Geneva T heater?
Yeah, they're guning it out and putting
five store fronts in, three in the front and
two iri the back. We're actually going to
have the one that 's right under the
: Marque~ and they're rehabbing the
arquee and puning the lights back up
;-erything. It's going to be pr; tty

·'Iii·
How about the size o{ the new
The shop is going to be about
size as the old op,e, about
Jeffrey T. WahVChronicle , feet. But since we're more on~81111U~a
RQ's:first shop at 20 W. Chicago Ave. in @no, 1 think it's going to work
Naperville.
~. •(Laughs).

How lon~ has this second shop been
iD the works?
~
We've been talking about doing a seci
ond shop for like four years. We
weren't going to do it right away, but it
was something that was definitely
to happen. There was no question
we were eventually going to zre~l.a
ond shop. ,
dP

Is the new shop goiog to be snowboards and skateboards like the
Naperville RQ?
'
Yeah, but not as much snow out there to
stan off with. Probably about a third of
the amount of snowboard stuff that we
do here right now, but we ' re going to do
amount ·of sk:ate stuff. Even
a smaller store, we're still
~e selection we have at
in it's going

actually built ramps for the first temporary park, and we've been pretty active
on that stuff. Geneva- not yet, but
we ' re going to join the chamber there,
they actually have a skatepark coming.
Skateparks are coming- they 're opening a second one in St. Charles, one in
Genevafone in Batavia, and a second
one inpatavia by the end of the summer.
It se~ like you guys have the suburbs' on mk for the most part and
Uprjae hal tbe city on lock. It's not
like ~ .~eo111petitive thing, . you gu_ys
wo ·
tber but people m the c1ty
to Up rise a nd in the sub-

o

.

'

Do yputguys waD t to s.ta
Pftitive at all. It's because
~~~~~~~:'f,~~-~~~S~~k~~a·ters are
ur:bs? ,
%''
stuff and we do stuff, you
know
use we are both into it.
~ ual lywe IIX:"'"'"""''"Pl~
e Blue Town
We'r~
going to do the same thing
e farnUlat' With,
and keep rolling with what we ' re doing,
e'sse Ne uhauses
. really look at it we're just expanding now. We actually
were looking at space in
"()~ new stOJ'I>-o-let's add a just bought an ice cream shop next to the
tl)ose g~~ys opened up,
we
more guys. We still keep the Naperville RQ, you know skateboarding
have. the'llloney at the
We
team as ifwe see somebody who is cool and ice cream.
looking in the city but then tllose
" and wbo rips and is down wltb the
opened so we. were like, "Well all
shop"~hat's bow we tiD our team. We·
there's no reason to open one up
bav.e'to spaces on the team lets fill it. If
they ' re doing a coo l thing/' Th.en we only bave two guys that we th,iJ;ik are
Uprise took over and Push opened and cool to have on a team then that's what
we were like, "Man, we should have we have. We don't want to get out of
done it, but it's cool." It would be cool hand and sponsor 30 kids and then they
to have a shop in the city but there are a all want discounts, but there are a lot of
lot of good shops there that do a good kids and we are definitely always lookjob.
ing.

Are there a lot of skaters liviog in the
suburbs who ue hyped?
There are definitely some kids tltat are
psyched. We're. just sort of realizing
just how many customers we have in
that area. After we started telling people who was coming In we were like
" Where are you g uys from?" It's likt'St. Charles, Geneva, Batavia ...
Is that how you picked Geneva, word
of mouth?
No Brian's wife has a friend that lives
in Geneva so Brian has been going out
there to visit those guys and he always
thought it was a coo l town. When we
thought about doing another shop we

Skateboartllilg'~nd ice cream, that's a

great combo. . ,,

><

Yeah, some guy carne in and told us,
"You guys need to find skateboarding
sprinkles."

RQ, always on the move. What events
do you have coming up for tbe skate

scene?

Yeah, we're doing a contest with Uprise,
Push, and First Gear at 3R on May 5.

Then we have a To)' Machine Demo on
June 5, we're doin& the autograph signing here in Nap'erv!lle and the demo at

3R.
:<:

'=';$:; ·<:.·

-~

.y·

Josh Hnmolly lfAS one of your riders
for a lon~; ;time an,d ''now be is for Toy
Maebine;'is' he coming out?
Ye~ he is.\ J'here are so many younger
kids that Jook at him like a superstar.
Even when he lived here kids would still
come in and be like, "Wow, that's Josh
Harmony."

So Steve Davenport is going to be the
bead guy at the new RQ?
.
, '
Yeah, he was psyched when we told him
cause he's from Geneva. Basically we
bave two older guys who can run our
shops; we have Ray West and Steve. So
now Ray is going to stay at our
Naperville store and Steve is going to
the new one, those are going to be our
right hand guys.
How are you civicly active with the
towns and getting them to embrace
skateboarding?
We were with the Napervi lle skatepark;
we were on the skatepark committee. I

Jeffrey T. W.hVChronicle

Steve Davenport (left) is bringing RQ to Geneva and the crew is stoked.
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Rolling the dice
Continued from Back Page
Stem upbraided Michael Jordan after a
San Diego businessman c laimed the
superstar had lost $1 .25 million to him
in golf bets. Last October, the NBA
a) lowed Jordan's Wizards to play a preseason game at Connect icut 's 1V1ohcgan
Sun casino. where Jordan owns two

restaurants . After the game, Jordan hit
the tab les, reported ly betting up to
5 I 5,000 a hand on blackjack well into
the next morning.
Major J.eaguc Basebal l o nce barred
Willie Mays and Mickey Mantle from
the game because they accepted jobs as
g reeters in Atlantic City. Now cas inos
advertise in stadiums. an d the game has
hired two um pires sanctioned for gambling illegally wi th bookies in I 989.
Frank Pulli and Richie Garcia, as
umpire supervisors.
Even the N(' AA, which has crusaded
for years to keep Vegas sports books
from accepting bets on college games
and urged newspapers not to carry betting lines. allows corporate partners like
Peps i and C BS Sponsli nc to link the
Final Four to scratch games and bracket
contests.
The history of sports is lined with
careers and li ves ruined by gamblingShoeless Joe Jackson, Denny McLain,
An Schlichter. It's not just ancient history. either: Teddy Dupay, Florida's gritty
point guard, was kicked o ff the team last
fa ll for gamb ling. And, j ust last month
Mi chigan booster. Ed Martin was indicted on charges of giving $6 I6,000 in illegal gambling profits to Ch ris Webber,
what now with the Sacramento Kings,
and other Wolverine stars .
Eighty percent of the men 's Di vis ion I
football and basketball players polled in
I 999 by the Uni vers ity of Michigan
admitted to participat ing in some son of
gambl ing-and that was a fter a decade
of well-public ized scandals at Arizona
State,
Boston
College
and
Northwestern.
PGA Tour offic ia ls reprimanded Phil
Mickelson, a frequent visitor to the
Vegas casinos, for winni ng $500 from
fe llow Tour member Mike Weir in a
locker room bet that Jim Furyk would
hole out a bunker shot in a playoff at the
NEC Invitational last Aug ust.
•·casinos are not a place where athletes
should be seen," said N IIL security
director Dennis Cunningham, who urges
players during preseason seminars to
avoid the com ps and pricey gifts, warning them that casinos capitalize on their
celebrity.
But Cunningham's warn ings seem to
have little impact on the sporting
world 's elite.
" Las Vegas has become the playpen
for athletes," sa id George Maloof,
whose famil y owns the Sac ramento
Kings and last year opened the Palms, a
455-room luxury resort that is currently
the hottest spot in town . The Palms '
sports book docs not take bets on NBA
games, but player~ arc free to hang out
there a' long as the King~ · owners aren 't

Charles Barkley and Michael Jordan are
known to be Las Vegas regulars.
picking up the tab.
Com missioner David Stem fined the
Maloofs for bringing players and their
families to a casino they owned a few
years ago, saying it was an unfa ir salary
cap advantage. Sacramento used to be
considered a dusty outpost for NBA
stars; not so since the Maloofs built the
Palms, just an hour flight away.
Webber and Vlade Divac, both big
men, live like ki ngs at the Palms, where
24 rooms have beds long enough to
accommodate NBA giants and extra-tall
shower stalls.
"We designed the Palms with athletes
and celebrities in mind," sa id Maloof,
whose Rain dance club is packed with
athletes sipping champagne in sky boxes
above a sweaty, sexy crowd. " We wanted to create special venues, something
that is hot, hip and reflects the true spirit of Las Vegas."
Vegas has boomed since the days of
the origina l Rat Pack, and as the c ity has
grown, it 's developed a sense of sophistication that appea ls to rich, young athletes, says Don Logan, co-owner of the
minor-league Las Vegas 5 Is. "Las Vegas
has world-c lass restaurants, great entertainm ent and great go lf," he said .
Old-school Vegas was a ll-you-can-eat
prime rib and the Tropicana- now it's
dinner at Spago, blackjack at the Hard
Rock Cafe and an 'N Sync or Nas concert.
"The guys Jove Vegas," said an N BA
insider. " We had a meeting there during
the locko ut in the fa ll of I998. It was the
best-attended meeting in union history."
For many players, Vegas has become
the Disneyland of gambling, a safe,
legal playground with no state income

Why ask why?

Hello on~ e again Columbia ~p1>rt~
We hHpe you cnjl>yed the warm
weather that come through Chicago land
la.~t week. -1he Sport <:dude, made the
most out of it IJy hitting up some of the
beaches and bars in the city. The
<;eenery wa, unbelieva ble, if you know
what we mean' Anywoy, we have a
fan~ .

couple of ~uestinns tn get In, so without
further ad1eu, lei's 11et to thetn. Our
li rM question is fmm Amy In Orland
l'ark. Amy wri tes : I did n't knuw that
Culumhia had • palntball d u b. Old
yuu7
Amy. thu Spor13dudu,, Wlll 'll nutawaro
of the paintball C'iub until a t'ouplu of

tax. Jordan, Woods, Mickelson, Jaromir
Jagr, John Daly, Gary Payton and UN LV
a lumnus Randall C unningham arc all
regulars. Mike Piazza was among the
famo us people who attended the Palms
openi ng last fall. Faulk has been here
since the Super Bowl. John Thompson
owns a place here; Shaquille O'Neal is
shopping for one.
Some athletes can't get enough of the
fun and the glamour. A former bookie
knew seve ral ba llplayers who loved
playing in Southern Cal ifo rnia because
they coul d hop on a plane after a day
game, spend the night in Vegas and
return for the following day 's night
game.
" I've seen some unbelievable nights,"
said the bookie, who now lectures Maj or
League Baseball playe rs about gambling at preseason semi nars. " Guys
leaving $200,000 down, guys winning
$I 00,000. What's $50,000 when you are
making $12 million?"
Cas inos in Las Vegas, At lantic C ity
and e lsewhere want a cut of those big
contracts, and they keep track o f which
players sign big deals , then tempt them
with outrageously la vish g ifts . "The
casinos want a shot at their money," said
one host, who caters to big-name athletes with credit li nes between $50,000
and $7 mill ion.
"We provide $10,000 worth of chips
just to come in the door," said one host,
who requested anonymity. "The casinos
know these guys w ill spend the
$I 0,000, and then spend a lot more
than that. "
Comps are based on a complicated
formu la known as the theoretical: the
average bet an athlete makes times the
n umber of hours he plays times the
house advantage . The house has a s ubstant ial ly better advantage at the
roulette wheel, for example, than at the
craps table .
"They don't want the g uy to go away
angry. They want to keep the customer
happy," the host said.
Many of the taboos surrounding gambling and sports arc as outdated as tight
shorts in an NBA game, some critics
insist.
" I think major league sports are a little
too high and mighty," said Logan, who
points out that legal bookmakers a lerted
a uthorities to the I 993 Arizona State
point-shaving scandal. "Gaming is now
a very legitimate business. You have to
be squeaky clean. I think Las Vegas does
way more good for the country than it
gets credit for."
Gamblers could buy the I 9 I 9 White
Sox because 80 years ago, ballplayers
dido 't eam much more than their fans.
"The salaries provide a check and balance they didn 't have back then,"
Bartkowski said.
But experts believe that because athletes have been trained to take risks and
keep competing even in the face of
mounting losses they are vulnerable to
compulsive gambling problems.

" Athletes need competition to prove
their self-worth," said Ed Looney, executive director of the New Jersey Council
on Compulsive Gambling. "Gambling is
a way to keep score off the field."
The NFL, NBA, NHL and Major
League Baseball forbid their players and
coaches from betting on their own
sports. In preseason seminars, league
offi cia ls te ll their players unequivocally
that gambling can o nly damage their
careers.
"They understand what our preference
is, but we do not mandate they avo id Las
Vegas," NFL spokesman Greg A iello
said.
Neithe r does the NBA.
Baseball, meanwhile , is so worried
that gambling could compromise the
national pastime that it posts an agent
experienced in organized crime issues in
Las Vegas, says MLB security chief
Ke vi n Hallinan.
AII those freebies the casinos offer
high rollers will be used in later sales
pitches, Hallinan says. " if you value
your privacy, why would you allow
them to build a fi le on you?" he told
ball players. "There is no such thing as a
free lunch."
Ath letes who blow their mo ney in
casinos, Ha ll inan adds, risk their reputations, endorsement contracts, even their
careers.
When Jaromir Jagr slumped at the
start of the 2000- ' 0 I season, critics
blamed his taste for gambling. Jagr was
a frequent guest in the late ' 90s at the
Vegas MGM Grand and Bally's casinos,
and reportedly had a $500,000 line of
credit and private baccarat table at
Caesar's in Atlantic City.
Jagr, perhaps the best hockey player in
the world, grew estranged from his
teammates and coaches in Pittsburgh,
pro mpting a trade last year to
Washington.
Gamblers who can 't pay their debts
face embarrassing lawsuits, their personal lives suddenly public fodder.
Former Phil adelphia Eagles owner
Leonard Tose lost everything when the
Sands in Atlantic City sued him in 1991
to recover $1.23 million in gambling
debts.
Barkley had a n embarrass ing
encounter after his $787,000 Super
Bowl wi n on the Patriots when
Mandalay Bay fired its s ports book
director for taking the bet even though
Barkley did not have a s ufficient line of
credit.
Athletes who bet with illegal bookies
face even more trouble: They are blackma il ed for confidential locker room
information or asked to shave points. " I
knew if they didn 't pay me, I just had to
make a call," a former bookie said.
"Their careers would be over."
Even in Vegas, the champagne often
goes flat and the bill comes due. "After
a while , it's like quicksand," said
Dowd. baseba ll's former investigator.
"You 're stuck and you can' t get o ut."

weeks ago. We ran a story reporting
tha t Columbia did not have a club.
Needless to say. facts .<hould have been
checked and they wcren t. The paintball club president was quick to contact
us to point out ow· erro~ And coincidentally. while walking do..,.n the hall
on our way to the C hronicle the other
day. we did .we a flier for the club for
the first time in our two years ill this
jlnc inllilfltion.
It :, red and has
.\i;idemum on it. 1/u: j/i,•r directs any
paintba/1 enthusirws to head to room
.115 in till' 6~.1 S. IVoba,,h Al't!. building
on '1l111.<days .fiYJ III :! to J p.m. unci
1'l111rsduys fm m I: 15 to 2:15p.m.
llappy pa/ntbu//ln/>(1

of raw fish for $10 is jtiSt another
example of vending getring 011t of control. If someone wants to eat at a gourmet r<Jstaurmrt. then don~ go to a gcrme.
What c1·er happened to JX!OJ/e being
.wti.~/il!d with the traditiuna ba/lptrrlt
meals cmt,·isting '!( hot dogs. b.•er and
nachos?
We are not al:(ainst sushi and other
fane \· foods. but W<' 'II bt.· dcmn~t!d if we
arc .~mng to mis.< a cmcial piny at the
plm11 /><JCllfl,l'<' II'C 11'<1/l' tr)'illg /0 jigiiN!
out how to usu chopsticks.
SAVE TillS COLUMN: At\er midtem1
cxiUll~. th.:

Spo.>rts Oudcs' b111in c:.lpl<!iti.es
nru next to ):!One, and with linuls :11\lUrltl
the comer. it's only n 11\l\ltllr of time bel~
you ~e.: us sttlgj_lcrlng nrowltl c:.unJ:U! Ilk~
we j ust \\~nt I 0 M Ulds ~~ga.itiSt Mi~
Tyson. Unless we t\"telve 169 en111ils by
tlC.XI Ftidtly, this will bel the last timo WOI

Our next 4uestion is Ji·om Urlun in
Uoston. Britm writes: Do yuu t hink lt'8
morally rlah t t o ~ell sushi and other
deUcades at t he bMIIpark7
Nu. Brian. It l.r nut. ·n,~ro Is If() plt~et 1® our mMSiVtl, yet c:dlllusttd int~tllc!\..'t\1
In any Am"rlctm .tf)ortlng t Will fiu·fixui to Mswer your ql~st kln:s.
like thlll. llal/parb .wiling ju11r pler11.<

-
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WN BA rookies shoot for bigger money
0

Starting salaries increasing, but still pale in comparison with their NBA counterparts

By Angela Caputo
Staff Writer
As the Women's Natio na l Basketball
Association gear up for a dra ft that will
determine team rosters fo r the 2003-04
season , po tent ia l rookies are vying fo r
an opportun ity to join pro ranksdespite the sport 's monetary limits.
A pre-draft camp brought potent ia l
WNBA players from all over the nat ion
to Chi cago between April 11- 13, 80
women seeking to enter the WN BA
participated in a two-day camp at the
Moody Bi ble Institute. The pre-draft
camp is an annual oppo rtunity for
coaches, managers and scouts to evaluate players prior to the Apri l 19 draft,
wh ich was see n at I 0:30 a .m. on
ES PN2.
"Every year we ho ld the NBA and
WNBA camps because we have one of
the nicest facil ities. We have three full sized courts," said Sarah Burgerhoudt,
an employee of the Moody Bi ble
Institute athletic facility.
Professional women's basketball is a
trailblazing s port that has challenged
the traditio nal role of women in pro fessional athletics. In operat ion since
1997, the WNBA is comprised of 16
clubs employing nearly 180 players.
A majority of WN BA rookies earn
about $28,000 per season. Pl ayers on
this low end of the pay scale take
home about $900 per game. More
experienced players can earn up to
$72,000 pe r season.
The ent ire W NBA league payroll is
S l 2 mill io n fo r 2002. T he entire
WN BA salary budget is only about
halfofNBA player Shaqui ll e O' Neal 's
$21.5 m ill ion annual sa lary.
Many attribute the pay gap between
the WN BA and NBA to the league's
youth and a lack of enthusiasm among
sports consumers. Others say the disparity is due to a Jack o f competition in
recruiting pro fessional women ath letes.

Salutations! After a slew of
complaints, I apologize fo r not
inc lud ing the SLA PS IIOTS!
"Photo of the Week" last week.
I was going to, really I was, but
wheneve r I happened to be
mingling with the athletic elite,
I was having bad hair days.
The hum idity, you know. So
those of you who are upset, I
welcome you to be upset at my
roommate. lie used the last of
my L.A. Looks "Mega llo ld"
sty ling ge l, and still hasn't paid
me back. With that being said ,
its time fo r SLAPS I lOTS!
Power to the people :
Yesterday was the o ffi cial start
of in-stadium ballot in g for this
year's All-Star Game. Starting
May I, fans can vote for their
fa vorite starters online, and on
May 15, baseball lovers across
the nation will be able to walk
into any S ubway restaurant
(much like J ared), fi ll o ut a
ballot and purchase a com memorative J up to boot.
The 73r Annual All-Star
Game will be held at Mi ller
Park in Milwaukee on July 9 .
A postcard ticket lottery has
been announced for fans wanting to attend. Postcards should
be sent to P.O, Bo x 14488,
M ilwa ukee, W I 53214-0488,
and must be received by, May
17. They should incl ude day

AP Photo/Debor.!h Cannon
Sue Bird (left) was the first player taken by the Seattle Storm in Friday's WNBA draft
When the NBA began in 1946, the
average salary was 349 percent of the
average per capita income at the time .
In comparison, in 1997 the WN BA
players started out earning 63 percent
o f the average per capita income.
WNBA play ers are, ho wever, making
s trides. Si nce the start, they have
received a 61.5 percent increase in
pay, up fro m the o rig inal s tart ing
sa lary o f S 15,000.
Women's s ports consumers are also
grow ing in number. It is es ti mated that
more than fi ve mill ion people have
attend ed WNBA games since the
league began .
Approx imately 75 percent of WN BA

fans are fema le. " I' m a fan because I
love basketball and like to see women
o ut on the court," said Molly Ryman, a
22-year-o ld college j unior.
Sports Illustrated, the nat ion's leading sports coverage magazine and a
WN BA spo nsor, covers women 's athletics separately from men's, hoping to
appeal to this cons ume r gro up.
Sports Illustrated Women s
May/June cover features Lisa Leslie
the 6- foot- 5 Center for the Los
Ang e les Sparks and 200 I A ll -Sta r
MV P.
As wome n's soccer demonst rated to
the world following the 1999 FIFA
World Cup cham pions hips, a heavy

Photo Illustration by Ryan Saunders
After being denied financial aid next semes ter, Saunders (left)
begs Gonzalez for his 'wad.'
and evening phone numbers
and an email address, if you
have one. Those lucky enough
to win should be prepared to
s pend so me serious money,
however, with standing-room
only tickets starting at $50.
And t ickets wi ll have to be purchased in strips to attend the
other All-Star events in addition to the actual game.
Can't wait until the upcoming
football season to catch a
g limpse o f St. Louis Rams

quarterback K urt Warn er?
Then Thursday you should be
sure to tune into PAX when the
league's most sp i ri tua~QB will
be co-hosting the 33r Annual
Do ve Awards with soul fu l
R&B songstress Yo la nd a
Adams. The celebration of
gospe l music exce llence is
scheduled to commence at 8
p.m. Amen.
Reporting sports is becoming
more dangerous than play ing,
as proved by the three sports-

advertisement and promoti on ca mpaign can increase cons umer participation. The 1999 World Cup was the
most-viewed women's sports event in
h istory, with over 685,000 American
viewers and one bill ion viewers wo rld wide.
As more capital is invested in WN BA
promotio n, it is estimated that consumer interest will grow al ong with
the player 's salaries.
The league see ms to be mov ing in
the right direction. T he fi rs t year the
WNBA didn't lose money was 200 1, it
instead , broke even- i nd icating that
players future is, for now, sec ure.

casters on the disabled list after
a rash of unfortunate injuries.
"SportsCcnter" staple, Stu a rt
Scott injured his left eye try ing
to catch a pass from the NY
gun-passing
Jets'
Jugs
mach ine. Scott was practicing
with the Jets for a feature about
o ff- season minicamps.
l ie
underwent surgery to reattach
part of his cornea, and is
expected
to
return
to
"SportsCcnter" soon. Ma rv
Alber t and M ike Fra tello
missed N BC's early coverage
of the NBA playoffs after sustaining minor injuries when
their limo hit a stalled truck last
week. Both arc expected to
recover soon and arc scheduled
to call games on T NT this
week.
T he in fam ous wad of
Bazooka chewed by Arizona
outfielder
Lu is
D-Backs
Gon za lez fi nally so ld last
C urt
week for $1 0 ,000.
M ueller , 67, of Prairie du Sac,
Wis., and owner o f Mue ller
Sports Medi cine claims to not
know Gonzo " from a bale of
hay," and bought the gum only
to bene fit Lakeview ll igh
Schoo l in Cottonwood , Minn.
The schoo l is one of many that
usc the products Mue ller's
company makes.
Be on the lookout for the next

national fitness craze:
To ta l F it ness and Lady
Marmaladcr Pink arc teaming
up to bring you "Get Yo ur
Body Started"- a hip-ho p
dance aerobics class based on
the c horeog raphy in Pink's
"Get the Party Started" video.
But it gets better' Start ing
Apri l 30, major-c ity Ballys will
allo w dancers/ exerc isers to
compete against one another in
front o f pane ls of j udges.
Semifinalis ts will receive VIP
tickets to an upcoming Pink
concert and get to meet the pop
superstar. But wa it, there 's
more! One lucky grand-prize
winner, the one with the hottest
mo ves, will be whisked to Los
Angeles to appear on stage at
an actual Pi nk concert with
Pink herse lf1
''I' m not worth $7 mi ll ion ;
there's no way. But if there's a
way for me to come back for
less, that's what I want to do,
because I know that I owe this
organization for the last three
years." That 's N.Y. Rangers'
wi nger, T heo Fleury o n h is
option for next season. Fleury
made headlines last season for
his publicized d istaste of NI IL
om c ials a fter s pending 2 16
minutes in the penally box.
Fleury fin ished the season with
24 goals.

